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Course Overview

This course is an introduction to the fundamental principles of school leadership and management, based on the National Educational Leadership
Preparation (NELP) Program Recognition Standards, Building Level Standards 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7, and their applications in the P12 school environment. In
this course, you will examine business and public administration models and explore theoretical constructs from various disciplines.

Field Experiences
You will be required to carry out field experiences to complete this course successfully. These experiences provide you with field-based opportunities to
observe and participate in learning experiences that strengthen their understanding of course content. Field experiences for this program occur in school
and district settings, for example, public, private, charter, and online. You are required to secure an appropriate site to complete field experiences. There
are 14.5 hours of field experiences in this course:

• Unit 2 – School Vision: This activity requires that you interview four teachers on school vision. You will share that information in the discussion
thread with other learners and in the activity in Unit 5 with the principal you interview. The interviews and the written discussion will take
approximately 2.5 hours.

• Unit 4 – Parental Involvement: This activity requires that you interview four parents on parental and family involvement. You will share that
information in the discussion thread with other learners and in the activity in Unit 5 with the principal you interview. The interviews and the written
discussion will take approximately 4 hours.

• Unit 5 – Collaboration: This activity requires that you interview your school's principal on leadership and collaboration. You will share that
information in the discussion thread with other learners. The interviews and the written discussion will take approximately 3 hours.

• Unit 7 – School Management: This activity requires that, as an observer, you attend a meeting of your school's improvement team or leadership
team. You will write a short post on the experience of attending the meeting. Attending the meeting and writing the post will take approximately 5
hours total.

Assignments and Time Management
There are four papers in this course:

• Unit 5: Submit a paper on parental and family involvement, integrating the simulation and field experience data.
• Unit 6: Submit a paper on school culture and the instructional program.
• Unit 8: Submit a paper on school management systems.
• Unit 10: Submit the final course project that includes edited versions of the papers in Unit 6 and 8.

Because it may not be possible to complete these assignments during the week they are due, you should familiarize yourself with all assignments and
plan ahead. For example, your school's improvement team may only meet once while you are in this course, and that meeting might take place next
week.

Use the SafeAssign Draft option to check your writing and ensure that you have paraphrased, quoted, and cited your sources appropriately. Run a
SafeAssign report, saving your paper as a draft. Based on your SafeAssign results, make any necessary changes to your paper before submitting your
final assignment to your instructor for grading.

SafeAssign
SafeAssign is a source matching tool that supports the development of your skills in preparing your written coursework. When you submit your work to
SafeAssign, a report is generated that you can use to ensure that you have used your sources both ethically and effectively. The report will highlight any
areas that could be of concern and might be considered plagiarism. SafeAssign does not provide feedback on your overall writing; it is only a tool to
determine how well you have used your resources. It is very important that you always submit your work as a draft so that you can make revisions before
submitting your final work for a grade.

You can learn more about how to use SafeAssign reports on the SafeAssign Campus page.

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:

Course Prerequisites



This course requires access to a P–12 classroom and/or educational stakeholders in a P–12 school or district. Cannot be fulfilled by transfer. 

Syllabus  Course Materials

Required

The materials listed below are required to complete the learning activities in this course.

Integrated Materials

Many of your required books are available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom, located in your Course Tools. Registered learners in a
Resource Kit program can access these materials using the courseroom link on the Friday before the course start date. Some materials are available
only in hard-copy format or by using an access code. For these materials, you will receive an email with further instructions for access. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.



Book

Northouse, P. G. (2018). Introduction to leadership: Concepts and practice (4th ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. ISBN: 9781506330082.

Library

The following required readings are provided in the Capella University Library or linked directly in this course. To find specific readings by journal or book
title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool.

• Abrams, S. S., Chen, X. J., & Downton, M. P. (2018).Managing educational technology: School partnerships and technology integration. New York,
NY: Routledge.

• Adams, C. J. (2015). School-parent linkages chip away at cultural barriers. Education Week, 35(10).
• Allen, D. B., & Allen, D. W. (1996). 2 + 2 equals better performance: Alternative performance appraisal with feedback and encouragement [PDF].

Beijing, China.
• Burnette, D., II. (2016). As ESSA rolls out, state officials vow to hear local voices. Education Week, 35(30), 1–21.
• Harris, A., & DeFlaminis, J. (2016). Distributed leadership in practice: Evidence, misconceptions and possibilities. Management in Education, 30(4),

141.
• Mitchell, C. (2016). Home-school connections help ELLs and their parents. Education Week, 35(30), 12–14.
• Rourke, J., & Hartzman, M. (2009). Giano Intermediate School: The parent factor. Principal Leadership, 9(10), 24–27.
• Self-efficacy. (2004). In W. E. Craighead, & C. B. Nemeroff (Eds.), The concise Corsini encyclopedia of psychology and behavioral science (3rd

ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.
• Sparks, S. D., & Harwin, A. (2017). Untangling parents' roles in shaping academic gaps. Education Week, 36(28), 1, 12–13.
• Ujifusa, A., & Tully, S. (2016). ESSA may offer megaphone for parent, community voice: Advocates see chance for greater impact under new K–12

law. Education Week, 35(25).

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.

• AASA. (n.d.). Code of ethics. Retrieved from http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=1390
• Academic Development Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.adi.org/
• AdvancED. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.advanc-ed.org/
• American Association of School Administrators. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aasa.org/
• American Federation of Teachers (AFT). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aft.org/
• American Institutes for Research. (n.d.). College & Career Readiness & Success Center. Retrieved from http://www.ccrscenter.org/
• Anfara, V. A., Jr., Pate, P. E., Caskey, M. M., Andrews, G., Daniel, L. G., Mertens, S. B., & Muir, M. (2008). Research summary: Courageous,
collaborative leadership [PDF]. Retrieved from http://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1008&context=ci_fac

• ASCD. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ascd.org/Default.aspx
• Association for Effective Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.mes.org/
• Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.amle.org/
• Center on Innovations in Learning. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.centeril.org/
• Consortium for Policy Research in Education (CPRE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.cpre.org/
• Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ccsso.org/
• East, K. A. (2015). A study of professional learning communities: Characteristics of implementation and perceived effectiveness in improvement

schools in West Virginia [PDF]. Retrieved from https://mds.marshall.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1942&context=etd

• Edutopia. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.edutopia.org/
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Big thinkers: Barnett Berry on education reform [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=JRrI0h4KYnk
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Big thinkers: Chris Dede on scaling success [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1Lnuw3_NPk
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). High expectations: Students learn to rise to the occasion [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=derUjqnlEzs
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Teachers support differentiated learning through professional development and collaboration [Video]. Available from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ukO7YUOYTM
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Trading in books for bytes: Union City public schools [Video]. Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=rJOUerANOMI
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). YES Prep: A commitment to academic rigor [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43l_GNzyBEU
• Epstein, J. L. (n.d.). Epstein's framework of six types of involvement [PDF]. Retrieved from

https://www.sps186.org/downloads/table/13040/6TypesJ.Epstien.pdf
• ETS. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ets.org/
• Evans, J. (2010, April 24). Vision and mission: Unleashing the power of vision and mission [Blog post]. Retrieved from

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/smartwork/201004/vision-and-mission



• Flamboyen Foundation. (n.d.). Classroom family engagement rubric [PDF]. Retrieved from
http://guide.swiftschools.org/sites/default/files/documents/Classroom-Family-Engagement-Rubric-V4-VF.pdf

• Global Family Research Project. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://globalfrp.org/
• IES. (n.d.). Regional education laboratory program. Retrieved from http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/
• IES. (n.d.). What works clearinghouse. Retrieved from http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/
• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). Dr. Marzano explains the need to align walkthroughs, teacher evaluations & professional development [Video].

Available from http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr.-marzano-explains-the-need-to-align-walkthroughs-teacher-evaluation/
• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). Dr. Marzano outlines the sources for teacher evaluation data [Video]. Available from

http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr.-marzano-explains-the-need-to-align-walkthroughs-teacher-evaluation/
• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). How to use student data in evaluations. Retrieved from http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr-

marzano-describes-how-to-use-student-data-in-evaluations/
• Learning Forward. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.learningforward.org
• Learning Forward. (n.d.). Standards for professional learning. Retrieved from http://www.learningforward.org/standards/standards.cfm
• Lotkina, V. (2016, September 15). What communication apps got wrong about parental engagement [Blog post]. Retrieved from

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/education_futures/2016/09/what_communication_apps_got_wrong_about_parent_engagement.html
• National Alliance of Black School Educators (NABSE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nabse.org/
• National Association for Gifted Children. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nagc.org/
• National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.naesp.org
• National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP). (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.nassp.org/
• National Education Association (NEA). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nea.org/
• National Network of Partnership Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.partnershipschools.org/
• National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (n.d.). NELP and ELCC standards. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/nelp/
• National School Boards Association (NSBA). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nsba.org/
• PBS Learning Media. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/
• Rogers, T., & Loeb, S. (2016, October 26). Parents are partners (Even if they miss back-to-school night) [Blog post]. Retrieved from

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/edtechresearcher/2016/10/parents_are_partners_even_if_they_miss_back-to-school_night.html
• School Community Network. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.schoolcommunitynetwork.org/
• Spielberg, L. (2011). Successful family engagement in the classroom: What teachers need to know and be able to do to engage families in raising
student achievement [PDF]. Flamboyan Foundation. Harvard Family Research Project. Retrieved from https://tntp.org/assets/documents/FINE-
Flamboyan_Article-March-2011.pdf

• Teaching Tolerance. (n.d.). Teaching teachers: Professional development to improve student achievement. Retrieved from
https://www.tolerance.org/login?destination=/magazine/teaching-teachers-professional-development-to-improve-student-achievement

• The Center on School Turnaround. (n.d.). Retrieved from: http://www.centeronschoolturnaround.org/
• The School Superintendents Association (AASA). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aasa.org/
• U.S. Department of Education. (2019). Retrieved from https://www.ed.gov/
• U.S. Department of Education. (n.d.). Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) https://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
• U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. (n.d.). Summary of the HIPAA privacy rule https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-

professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html
• Utah Education Network. (n.d.). Teacher evaluation. Retrieved from http://www.uen.org/Rubric/rubric.cgi?rubric_id=1512

Suggested

The following materials are recommended to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course, but they are aligned to course activities and assessments and are highly recommended for your use.

Optional

The following optional materials are offered to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course.

Projects

Project  School Leadership and Management Practices Paper

Project Overview



Unit 1  Leadership Theory and Practice

The course project is broken into three components, which will be compiled to create a complete paper at the end of the course. You will build this project
throughout the 10 weeks of this course. The respective unit assignments will explain the details of each project component, which are:

• Unit 6: School Culture and the Instructional Program.
• Unit 8: School Management and Stakeholder Collaboration.
• Unit 10: School Leadership and Management Practices Paper. For this final component, you will revise your first two components and include the

third topic—Integrity, Fairness, and Ethics.

Through your research for these papers, you will gain a deeper understanding of school vision and mission, culture, management, and ethical behavior.
Any competent principal needs to have a practical knowledge of each of these concepts. Leaders provide the school with the means to establish a vision
and a mission to guide the school. Culture is about what the school stands for—its beliefs and values. Management relates to the efficient use of
resources. Ethics concerns fairness, honesty, and following laws and regulations. Taken together, these different aspects of school leadership will help
you form a personal conceptual framework that will help you to be an educational leader who can inspire the entire school community to work for the
good of all students.

Project Requirements
Your final paper should meet the following requirements:

• Written communication: Throughout your paper, use scholarly communication skills.
• APA format: Text, references, and citations should follow current APA style and formatting guidelines.

◦ Set proper margin justifications.
◦ Title your running headers after removing the words running head.
◦ Paginate your paper properly.
◦ Incorporate appropriate headings and subheadings.

• References: Include a minimum of 12 scholarly, peer-reviewed resources on the References page, which are also cited in the paper.
• Length of paper: 18–24 double-spaced pages (not including the title page and (references page). Do not exceed the page limit.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.

Review APA Style Central for additional guidance, examples, and tools you can use for researching, writing, and formatting your paper and for citing and
referencing resources in APA style. See the APA Style and Format section of the Writing Center for instructions on accessing and using APA Style
Central.

Proficiency on the School Leadership and Management Practices Paper
The School Leadership and Management Practices Paper is an assessment that measures the candidate's proficiency related to select specialization
outcomes and the NELP Standards. It is imperative that candidates demonstrate their proficiency on this project to successfully complete this course. As
such, candidates will need to score at least an 80 on the School Leadership and Management Practices Paper. If a candidate scores anything below an
80, he or she will be required to revise the final project until the scores is at least 80 or above. Candidates who score below an 80 on the School
Leadership and Management Practices Paper will receive an incomplete (I) for the course until the final project has been revised to meet the minimum
requirement. It is important for candidates to understand that an incomplete in this course may impact their ability to enroll next quarter, if future courses
have this course as a prerequisite. Thus, candidates who have to revise the final project will need to do so as soon as possible to avoid hindering their
progress in the program.

Project Components

Activity Grade
Weight
(%)

u06a1 - School Culture and the Instructional Program 17

u08a1 - School Management and Stakeholder Collaboration 17

u10a1 - School Leadership and Management Practices Paper 30

Introduction



u01s1 - Studies

u01s2 - Preparation for Course Assignments

You will initiate your study of school leadership and management practices through readings and discussions pertaining to organizational and leadership
theory and practice. First, you will be asked to share your personal beliefs about the three greatest challenges that educational leaders currently face and
to consider important qualities that effective school leaders exhibit.

The studies for this unit provide an overview of essential concepts requisite to embarking on an examination of school leadership. From the beginning,
you should recognize and understand that there is no universally accepted best way to lead. Effective leaders display an array of styles and philosophies.
Herein lies the challenge for aspiring leaders—to develop their own personal beliefs or leadership game plans.

Leadership is a complex phenomenon, one that does not lend itself simply to finding the answer in the literature. Instead, leaders apply problem-solving
strategies to meet the diverse, complex challenges and issues they encounter in schools, armed with a solid understanding of how effective leaders
manage organizations, including their ability to consider the many perspectives of all stakeholders.

There is agreement, however, among scholars that there are "foundational factors central to the practice of educational administration" (Cordeiro &
Cunningham, 2013, p. 6). These tenets of effective school leadership, as articulated in the National Educational Leadership Preparation (NELP)
Standards, will provide the foundation for your study. In this unit, you will begin with examining the distinctions between leadership and management, as
well as reviewing seminal leadership theories discussed in Chapter 4 of your Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice text.

Reference

Northouse, P. G. (2018). Introduction to leadership: Concepts and practice. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice text to read the following:

• Chapter 1, "Understanding Leadership," pages 1–20.
◦ This reading provides an introduction to the "diverse range of approaches to leadership emerging during the 21st century" (Northouse, 2018,

p. 3).

• Chapter 4, "Understanding Philosophy and Styles," pages 77–98.
◦ This chapter provides explanations of leadership styles—"what leaders do and how they act" (Northouse, 2018, p. 78).

Use the Capella Library to read:

• Harris, A., & DeFlaminis, J. (2016). Distributed leadership in practice: Evidence, misconceptions and possibilities. Management in Education, 30(4),
141–146. Retrieved from https://journals-sagepub-com.library.capella.edu/doi/10.1177/0892020616656734

◦ The article provides clear perspectives pertaining to the practice of distributed leadership in education leadership.

Use the Internet to read the following:

• National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (n.d.). NELP and ELCC standards. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/nelp/
◦ Read the introduction to the NELP standards and scroll down to view the PDF of the NELP Building Standards. You will complete a self-

assessment on these standards in Unit 10.

Multimedia
Complete the following:

• View Leadership Styles to see different ways of categorizing leadership styles.

Reference

Northouse, P.G. (2018). Introduction to leadership: Concepts and practice. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.



u01s3 - ePortfolio

Course Assignments
There are four papers in this course that will provide you with an opportunity to apply your knowledge of the course content. It is important to be aware of
the requirements of each paper so that you are prepared and can plan your time accordingly. Read the assignment descriptions in the unit where the
paper is due to learn the requirements and assessment criteria for each paper.

• Unit 5: Parental Involvement
• Unit 6: School Culture and the Instructional Program.
• Unit 8: School Management and Stakeholder Collaboration.
• Unit 10: School Leadership and Management Practices.

Field Experiences
You will be required to carry out 14.5 hours of field experiences to complete this course successfully. They provide you with field-based opportunities to
observe and participate in learning experiences that strengthen your understanding of course content. Field experiences for this program occur in school
and district settings, including public, private, charter, and online. You are required to secure an appropriate site to complete field experiences. Field
experiences for this course include the following:

• Unit 2 – School Vision: This activity requires you to interview four teachers on the topic of school vision. You will share that information in the
discussion thread with other learners and in the activity in Unit 5 with the principal you interview. The interviews and the written discussion will take
approximately 2.5 hours.

• Unit 4 – Parent Involvement: This activity requires you to interview four parents on the topic of parental and family involvement. You will share that
information in the discussion thread with other learners and in the activity in Unit 5 with the principal you interview. The interviews and the written
discussion will take approximately 4 hours.

• Unit 5 – Collaboration: This activity requires you to interview your school's principal on leadership and collaboration. You will share that
information in the discussion thread with other learners. The interviews and the written discussion will take approximately 3 hours.

• Unit 7 – School Management: This activity requires that, as an observer, you attend a meeting of your school's improvement team or a meeting of
the leadership team. You will write a short post on the experience of attending a meeting of your school's improvement team. The meeting and post
will take approximately 5 hours.

Your Online ePortfolio
Online ePortfolios serve two key purposes: 1) to support learning and reflection, and 2) to be used as a showcase tool. Your learning journey can be
documented, and ePortfolios contribute to lifelong learning and growth through reflection and sharing. Online ePortfolios can also be shared with
employers and peers to present artifacts that demonstrate your accomplishments at Capella.

Using ePortfolio to Prepare for Your Capstone
Your program may culminate in a capstone course. At that time you may be required to show evidence of your learning throughout the program by
referring to multiple assessments that you have created. You will be telling a story about your learning throughout the program using artifacts you have
collected during many of these courses.

Using ePortfolio to Build Your Career
As you are preparing to tell your story in the professional world, leverage your ePortfolio artifacts to demonstrate the knowledge and competencies you
have gained through your program in professional conversations, performance reviews, and interviews.

To do that, reflect on the knowledge and skills you have gained from your courses and the elements you have put in your portfolio, along with how you
have already applied these things to your professional life or how you might apply them in the future.

Next, create your story or talking points to tell your professional story.

Saving Your Documents to ePortfolio
You will need a place to store your documents in an organized fashion so that you can access them at a later date. Do not rely on the courseroom to store
your assignments for you as you will lose access to the courseroom after you have completed the course. Capella uses a cloud-based portfolio platform
to facilitate your organization of the artifacts you create throughout your program.



u01d1 - Getting Acquainted

u01d2 - Leadership Versus Management

To make an online portfolio useful, it is essential that it is organized clearly and that important files of any format are accessible. Read the Online
ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF] to ensure you set up your online portfolio correctly. For more information on ePortfolio visit the Campus ePortfolio page.

Privacy Statement
Capella complies with privacy laws designed to protect the privacy of personal information. While you may voluntarily share your own information
publicly, you are obligated to protect the personal information of others that may be associated with your academic or professional development. Before
sharing information and material in any ePortfolio that is set up to be shared externally to your program at Capella, please consider privacy obligations in
relation to protected populations who may be included or referenced in your academic or clinical work. Refer to the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) if you have specific questions or concerns about your
choices.

In this course, you will be required to upload the following assignments into your ePortfolio:

• Unit 5: Parental Involvement.
• Unit 10: School Leadership and Management Practices.

To help you get acquainted with one another and begin building your learning community, write a post that includes the following:

• State the program and specialization you are in at Capella.
• State the number of classes you are taking this quarter.
• Provide the name of the state where you work or, if not working, the state where you live.

In addition, respond to the following questions. Include a brief rationale for your responses to questions 1 and 2.

1. What strikes you as the three biggest challenges educational administrators face today, as you consider your current professional setting?
2. What do you believe are the most important qualities of an exemplary educational administrator or leader?
3. What are your goals as a current or aspiring administrator? Consider your purpose in pursuing your advanced degree at Capella, and discuss how

you foresee yourself addressing the challenges you identified in your response to the first question.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback on the initial post of at least one other learner. See the links in the resources for an explanation on 2 + 2 feedback.

Course Resources

Fundamentally, school administration consists of two primary functions: management and leadership. Management generally applies to processes,
operations, and the efficient use of resources, whereas leadership focuses on the purpose, direction, and people of the school, or the human dimension.

Discuss the distinctions between management and leadership. To illuminate your discussion, provide examples of management functions and leadership
functions that you have observed or participated in during your work in schools.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]



u01d3 - Leadership Style – Theory X and Theory Y

Unit 2  Vision: NELP Standard 1

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Leaders generally espouse one of the following two primary belief patterns:

• Autocratic/bureaucratic (theory X).
• Democratic/collaborative (theory Y).

As noted by Northouse (2018, p. 79):

McGregor was interested in how managers view the motivations of workers and their attitudes toward work. He believed that understanding
these motivations was central to knowing how to become an effective manager. To explain the ways that managers approach workers,
McGregor proposed two general theories—Theory X and Theory Y. McGregor believed that by exploring the major assumptions of each of
these theories people could develop a better understanding of their own viewpoints on human behavior and the relationship of these
viewpoints to their leadership style. Below is a description of both theories. As you read, ask yourself if the assumptions of the theory are
consistent or inconsistent with your own attitudes and philosophy of leadership.

Using the Leadership Style Worksheet [DOCX], determine your personal beliefs: Strong Theory Y Beliefs, Theory Y Beliefs, Mild Theory X Beliefs,
Theory X Beliefs, Strong Theory X Beliefs.

Share your score and discuss your position regarding why you believe your rating aligns with the requisite characteristics to lead and manage a school
operation in ways that result in an effective learning environment and overall school success.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Reference

Northouse, P. G. (2018). Introduction to leadership: Concepts and practice (4th ed.) Los Angeles, CA: Sage Publications.

Course Resources

Introduction

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]



u02s1 - Studies

u02s2 - Discussion Preparation: Shared Vision Interviews

u02d1 - Shared Vision

NELP Standard 1
Mission, Vision, and Improvement: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program
understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the
knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to collaboratively lead, design, and implement a school mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology, equity, diversity, digital citizenship,
and community (NELP, p. 11, 2018).

Standard 1.1

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and communicate a school mission and
vision designed to reflect a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and
community (NELP, p. 11, 2018).

Introduction

During this unit, you will focus on school vision. A school vision is a statement of goals, principles, and expectations that provide a clear direction and
prioritization upon which all decisions and plans are founded. To be realized, all stakeholders— administration, faculty, staff, students, parents, as well as
the community at large—must share the vision.

At the heart of the school vision is improved learning for all students. It is from the vision that strategic school improvement plans are developed, plans
that are data driven and include provisions for the ongoing measurement of progress toward the attainment of goals.

Reference

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings

Use the Internet to read or view the following:

• Evans, J. (2010, April 24). Vision and mission: Unleashing the power of vision and mission [Blog post]. Retrieved from
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/smartwork/201004/vision-and-mission

◦ This article contains definitions of vision statement andmission statement. It is relevant to the discussion activity in this unit.

• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). YES Prep: A commitment to academic rigor [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43l_GNzyBEU
◦ This video provides an example of how a school, Yes Prep North Central, has instilled academic rigor into its vision of learning.

• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). High expectations: Students learn to rise to the occasion [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=derUjqnlEzs

◦ This video provides an example of what works in education—in a school where almost 75 percent of students receive free or reduced cost
lunch, high expectations for all students result in 97 percent of its fifth graders reaching or exceeding state standards in reading and math.

For this discussion in this unit, you will need to conduct an informal study of four teachers in your school concerning the school's vision. Read the
discussion instructions and begin planning the interviews early in the week.
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Most schools today incorporate into their vision statements two essential themes: educational excellence and educational opportunity.

For this discussion, you will need to conduct an informal study of four teachers in your school concerning the school's vision. Do not use the real names
of teachers in your post. Ask the following questions:

• What is the vision statement of your school?
• Is the vision statement posted prominently in the school?
• Does the vision statement inform your teaching in any way? If yes, can you give an example?
• Do you think most students know the school's vision? Most teachers? Most parents?
• What could the school community do to make the vision better known?

As an introduction to the results of the study, complete the following in your post:

• Describe your school—for example, a middle school with approximately 400 students.
• Provide the official vision statement of your school.
• Discuss whether it is a true vision statement, a mission statement, or a combination of the two, using Evans's definitions from the Psychology Today

article, "Vision and Mission: Unleashing the Power of Vision and Mission."
• State whether in your opinion the vision statement fosters student learning, considering that schools are essentially about student learning.
• State whether you believed that the vision was shared among administrators, teachers, staff, students, and parents, before you conducted the

teacher survey.
• Summarize and analyze the results of your interviews.
• Include the steps you would take as a school leader to improve the school's vision, given your analysis of what you heard from the teachers. How

would you steward the vision, monitor its realization, and provide leadership to ensure all stakeholders maintain focus on the vision of the school?

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback on the initial post of at least one other learner.

Reference

Evans, J. (2010, April 24). Vision and mission: Unleashing the power of vision and mission. Retrieved
from https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/smartwork/201004/vision-and-mission

Course Resources

Parental Involvement Assignment
Your paper regarding parental involvement and its effect on student success is due in Unit 5. During this unit, you should be researching and starting to
write your paper. Refer to the assignment in Unit 5 to learn more about the requirements. The directions for the assignment and the scoring guide are
useful sources of information.

You are expected to develop the professional attitudes, values, and beliefs that support student learning and development. You are also expected to
demonstrate the professional dispositions in your interactions with students, families, colleagues, and communities. In Unit 10, you will be asked to rate

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]



Unit 3  School Culture: NELP Standard 3

yourself by choosing the level of each disposition that you believe best describes you and provide a rationale for the score you assigned to each
disposition. Your instructor will also rate you on the professional dispositions at the level that best describes you based on courseroom interactions with
the instructor and other learners, as well as discussion and assignment responses.

The dispositions include the following:

• Fosters a sense of community by modeling effective, fair and ethical interpersonal behaviors.
• Maintains a high level of competence and integrity in one's practice.
• Demonstrates flexibility, comfort with uncertainty, and willingness to take risks.
• Recognizes one's own biases and respects the diversity of others.
• Exhibits professional demeanor and professional behavior.
• Takes responsibility for one's own actions.

To help you prepare for the assignment, review the Learner Self-Assessment of Professional Dispositions [DOCX] that you will complete in Unit 10.

Introduction

NELP Building-Level Standard 3
Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership
preparation program understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and
adult by applying the knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive,
and inclusive school culture (NELP, p. 15, 2018).

Introduction

During this unit, you will examine school culture, a concept that has many varied definitions. In its simplest form, culture could be defined as the way we
do things around here. However, educational leaders must seek deeper perspectives and understandings of culture to build and support positive
atmosphere in organizations.

As with every NELP standard, all goes back to student success. In schools that boast a positive culture, student learning flourishes, whereas a negative
culture is like a weed that invades and eventually permeates every aspect of the school operation, leading to low morale and dissatisfaction of all
stakeholders and poisoning the learning environment. Ultimately, student success and learning are limited in such environments. So, the effective school
leader is charged with assessing the school's culture and knowing how to lead the school toward sustained cultural health. School reform or improvement
efforts are destined to fail unless leaders link initiatives to schools' unique cultures (Deal & Peterson, 1999).

What does positive school culture look like? Citizens Academy (n.d.), a nationally recognized charter school in Cleveland, Ohio, provides some clues and
glimpses into positive school culture from the words of children, teachers, and school leaders. Below are a few examples as paraphrased and
summarized from the Citizens Academy's video.

• It feels good to do the right thing.
• Honesty and respect are imperative.
• Students have a sense of citizenship and of academics.
• Happiness and a loving place are indispensable.
• Love students and hold them to rigorous expectations.
• Every kid is good; every kid can learn.
• Promote a culture of no excuses.
• Empower students and families, holding students accountable.
• No nonsense is a must.
• Set high standards for ourselves, our students, and our families.
• When hands go up, eyes are on the teacher.
• Establish rules, procedures, and routines.
• Know how you must act to learn, to achieve greatness.
• Think well.
• We are all here for the children; it takes the entire team.
• We are a true community.
• Principals, assistant principals, and teachers open every car door.
• Families and teachers determine goals, then sign agreements.
• Administrators are dedicated to family involvement and relations.
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Learning Activities

Readings
Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Adams, C. J. (2015). School-parent linkages chip away at cultural barriers. Education Week, 35(10).
• Burnette, D., II. (2016). As ESSA rolls out, state officials vow to hear local voices. Education Week, 35(30), 1–21.
• Mitchell, C. (2016). Home-school connections help ELLs and their parents. Education Week, 35(30), 12–14.
• Sparks, S. D., & Harwin, A. (2017). Untangling parents' roles in shaping academic gaps. Education Week, 36(28), 1, 12–13.
• Ujifusa, A., & Tully, S. (2016). ESSA may offer megaphone for parent, community voice: Advocates see chance for greater impact under new K–12

law. Education Week, 35(25).

Use the Internet to read the following:

• Lotkina, V. (2016, September 15). What communication apps got wrong about parental engagement [Blog post]. Retrieved from
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/education_futures/2016/09/what_communication_apps_got_wrong_about_parent_engagement.html

• Rogers, T., & Loeb, S. (2016, October 26). Parents are partners (Even if they miss back-to-school night) [Blog post]. Retrieved from
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/edtechresearcher/2016/10/parents_are_partners_even_if_they_miss_back-to-school_night.html

Multimedia
Complete the following:

• View What Is Diversity? to learn about various types of diversity including gender, race, and ethnicity.

Your paper regarding parental involvement and its effect on student success is due in Unit 5. During this unit, you should have begun researching and
writing your paper and familiarizing yourself with the Unit 5 Data Collection Template [DOCX]. Refer to the assignment in Unit 5 to learn more about the
requirements. The directions for the assignment and the scoring guide are useful sources of information.

Marshall stated, "We must create a learning culture that provides a forum for risk, novelty, experimentations, and challenge that redirects and
personalizes learning" (Marshall, S.P., 2016). School culture is defined most simply as the way we do things around here.

Reflect on Marshall's list of descriptors of an effective learning community that supports a culture of learning. Choose two descriptors and discuss their
importance for sustaining a positive school culture. Include examples of how these principles are realized in schools.

Marshall's DESCRIPTORS (2016):
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Unit 4  Parents As Partners: NELP Standard 5

• Personalized, flexible, and coherent. Questions that are significant to the human condition drive the curriculum, and knowledge is not separated in
distinct and unconnected disciplines.

• Internally and externally connected. It is not bounded by physical, geographic, or temporal space (because learning happens everywhere, student
learning must transcend classroom and school boundaries).

• Rich in information and flexible and diverse learning experiences. It has pathways for all learners (students are actively engaged in meaningful
research and inquiry; they study "big and important" concepts in the context of interdisciplinary problems that matter and that are relevant to the
real world; students are engaged in meaningful research and serious inquiry).

• Intergenerational in the configuration of learning experiences. Margaret Mead has said that the healthiest learning environment occurs when three
generations are learning together.

• Grounded in collaborative inquiry. Students engage with adults and peers and draw on the experiences of the entire group; learners are honored as
capable of creating and generating knowledge, not just acquiring information.

• Focused on complex cognition, problem finding, and problem resolution. Students are engaged in authentic and meaningful dialogue with members
of the internal and external community; they are taught skills that enable them to deal with complexity and with ambiguity and paradox.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Reference

Marshall, S. P. (2016). The power to transform: Leadership that brings learning and schooling to life. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.

Course Resources

Interview
You are required to interview four parents for the Unit 4 discussion. If you have not conducted the interviews yet, you may want to do so during this unit,
so that you are prepared to report your findings in your discussion next week. For more information about the purpose of the interviews, refer to the
directions in the discussion in Unit 4. Use the Unit 5 Data Collection Template [DOCX] to record interview responses and to identify common themes.

Your paper regarding the creation of a positive school culture and an effective instructional program is due in Unit 6. During this unit, you should be
researching and starting to write your paper. Refer to the assignment in Unit 6 to learn more about the requirements. The directions for the assignment as
well as the scoring guide used for grading are useful sources of information.

Introduction

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]
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NELP Standard 5
Community and External Leadership: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program
understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the
knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to engage families, community, and school personnel in order to strengthen student learning,
support school improvement, and advocate for the needs of their school and community (NELP, p. 21, 2018).

Standard 5.1

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage diverse families in strengthening student learning in
and out of school (NELP, p. 21, 2018).

Introduction

Parental involvement is a key component of successful schools, one that does not manifest without continued attention by effective school leaders. Some
schools think parental involvement just means that parents volunteer. Although parent volunteerism is a valuable resource for schools, and it does at
least get some parents to come to school, the notion that to become involved in their children's education just means volunteering to assist in the
cafeteria is one reason that many parents stay away from school, which is quite the paradox.

Effective school leaders understand the distinction between parental involvement and parent volunteers. Authentic parental involvement connects
families with their children's education, teachers, and learning in ways that helping out around the school cannot. Parental involvement must be an
ongoing, schoolwide initiative supported and realized by teachers as well as school leaders. For parental involvement to help assure the success of all
children, parents must be engaged in routine, regular communication with their children's teachers (not just a couple of times each year for formal
parent–teacher conferences). Effective educational leaders recognize the power of authentic collaboration with all stakeholders, and when it comes to
student success, parents can be the school's greatest allies.

What’s the most accurate predictor of academic achievement? It’s not socioeconomic status, nor how prestigious the school is that a child attends. The
best predictor of student success is the extent to which families encourage learning at home and involve themselves in their child’s education. When
parents are engaged in their children’s school lives, students have the home support and knowledge they need to not only finish their assignments, but
also develop a lifelong love of learning. Teachers who focus on parent engagement often see a profound change in their classrooms. The more parents
involved in their children’s education, the better their entire class’s motivation, behavior, and grades become. Encouraging parent engagement is more
than common courtesy. It’s one of the best ways to create a positive learning environment for every student.

As Cordeiro and Cunningham (2013) pointed out, educators must change the way they "have traditionally viewed involvement—attendance ... at school
functions and volunteering at school ... If educators continue to think about involvement in these limited ways, little will change in the relationship
between schools and families" (p. 127).

In this unit, you will examine the elements of 21st-century parental involvement in schools and how parental involvement actually makes a significant
difference for children through promoting their academic and social success.

References

Cordeiro, P. A., & Cunningham, W. G. (2013). Educational leadership: A bridge to improved practice (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings
Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Rourke, J., & Hartzman, M. (2009). Giano Intermediate School: The parent factor. Principal Leadership, 9(10), 24–27.
◦ This article provides educational leaders with increased understanding of how to develop successful parental involvement initiatives.

Use the Internet to read or review the following in preparation for this unit's discussion activity:

• Flamboyen Foundation. (n.d.). Classroom family engagement rubric [PDF]. Retrieved from
http://guide.swiftschools.org/sites/default/files/documents/Classroom-Family-Engagement-Rubric-V4-VF.pdf

Use the Internet to view these two websites that offer tools and ideas to develop parental involvement designed to boost student success:
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• National Network of Partnership Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.partnershipschools.org/
• Global Family Research Project. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://globalfrp.org/

Multimedia
• View the Working Together for Student Success presentation.

Your paper regarding parental involvement and its effect on student success is due in Unit 5. During this unit, continue to research and write your paper.
Refer to the Unit 5 assignment to learn more about the requirements. The directions for the assignment and the scoring guide are useful sources of
information.

Interview
You are required to interview four parents for the discussion in this unit. If you have not conducted the interviews yet, you may want to do so during this
unit, so that you are prepared to report your findings in your discussion. For more information about the purpose of the interviews, refer to the directions
in the unit discussion. Note: Use the Unit 5 Data Collection Template [DOCX] to record interview responses and to identify common themes.

In addition to the descriptions and examples of the six types of parental involvement you will write, you will report the results of your parent interviews:
four parents you choose to interview either in person or by phone and four virtual parents in Madison Middle School in our simulated Blooming Park
District.

Media
Click Blooming Park: Parental Involvement Interviews to view a simulation of parental interviews.

• You will be using these interviews for your Unit 5 assignment, Parental Involvement. You may use the Epstein's framework worksheet available in
the simulation to take notes during your simulation interviews. Later, you will transfer your notes to the Unit 5 Data Collection Template.

Course Resources

Either in person or by telephone, interview four parents on the topic of how they see themselves as part of the educational mission of the school. Use the
following questions to get your interviews started, and summarize the parents' responses in your post.

• What is the vision of your child's school? How do you see yourself as part of that vision?
• How do the teachers value and respect parents as assets in supporting your child's learning?
• What are the methods the school uses to communicate with students' households? Are they effective?
• Are teachers available, if you have a problem? Do they generally help you solve the problem?
• What do you think the school could do to improve the role of parents in the education of their children?
• Do you have any further comments?

Given the responses you received from parents, use the Classroom Family Engagement Rubric [PDF] to evaluate how well you think your school is doing
in the area of parental involvement. What steps would you take to improve parental and family involvement in the school?

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Blooming Park: Parental Involvement Interviews
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Unit 5  Collaboration and Shared Leadership: NELP Building-Level Standard 5

Your paper regarding the creation of a positive school culture and an effective instructional program is due in Unit 6. During this unit, you should be
researching and starting to write your paper. Refer to the assignment in Unit 6 to learn more about the requirements. The directions for the assignment as
well as the scoring guide used for grading are useful sources of information.

Introduction

NELP Standard 5
Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program understand and demonstrate the capacity
to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge, skills, and commitments
necessary to engage families, community, and school personnel in order to strengthen student learning, support school improvement, and
advocate for the needs of their school and community (NELP, p. 21, 2018).

Standard 5.2

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage and cultivate relationships with diverse community
members, partners, and other constituencies for the benefit of school improvement and student development. (NELP, p. 21, 2018)

Introduction

School leadership is too large a task for any one individual to assume. In most schools that are successful in achieving improved student performance,
leadership is shared by a team of educators—assistant principals, teacher leaders, guidance counselors, and others—with the principal in the center. It is
this collaborative leadership that brings about sustained progress in today's challenging environment.

Indeed, school success is a team effort; leaders, teachers, parents, community organizations, business partners, community leaders, and virtually all
stakeholders must work in concert to support the work of the school. Here, the educational leader is challenged to develop and sustain an authentically
collaborative culture through which leadership is shared, and a school in which all have a voice and all are heard.

Effective school leaders share decision making, responsibility, and accountability for school success. Transformational leadership, distributed leadership,
contingency leadership, participatory leadership, and situational leadership represent models that provide frameworks upon which leaders build
authentic collaboration in their schools.

Reference

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

National Network of Partnership Schools

Successful Family Engagement in the Classroom [PDF]

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]
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Readings
Use the Internet to read the following:

• Epstein, J. L. (n.d.). Epstein's framework of six types of involvement [PDF]. Retrieved from
https://www.sps186.org/downloads/table/13040/6TypesJ.Epstien.pdf

◦ This PDF lists Epstein's Six Types of Parent Involvement required for unit discussions and the u05a1 assignment.

• Anfara, V. A., Jr., Pate, P. E., Caskey, M. M., Andrews, G., Daniel, L. G., Mertens, S. B., & Muir, M. (2008). Research summary: Courageous,
collaborative leadership [PDF]. Retrieved from http://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1008&context=ci_fac

◦ This article chronicles the positive outcomes associated with collaborative leadership.

Multimedia
Complete the following:

• Listen to Teachers As Leaders: Principal Perspective. Dr. Florence Aitken shares her personal experiences and perspectives about teachers
developing their leadership skills.

Your paper regarding the creation of a positive school culture and an effective instructional program is due in Unit 6. During this unit, you should be
continuing to write your paper. Refer to the assignment in Unit 6 to learn more about the requirements. The directions for the assignment as well as the
scoring guide used for grading are useful sources of information.

Parental Involvement
For this assignment, you will write a paper on parental involvement using Epstein's Typology of Family Involvement—Epstein's Six Types of Involvement
(Epstein, n.d.). Using specific examples, you will describe how each of these six types of parental involvement can be realized in schools, and discuss
how each of the examples has potential to support student learning and success.

In addition to the descriptions and examples of the six types of parental involvement, you will report the results of your parent interviews: four parents you
choose to interview either in person or by phone and four virtual parents in Madison Middle School in our simulated Blooming Park District. Note: In
addition to the virtual parents available in the Madison Middle School simulation, you may also choose to interview Madison Middle School teachers.

Having studied Epstein's framework of six major types of involvement, you devised questions for parents to establish current perceptions of the extent to
which parents experience these types of involvement at Madison Middle School.

The paper is designed to assess your content knowledge of the NELP: Standard 5: Community and External Leadership: to engage families, community,
and school personnel in order to strengthen student learning, support school improvement, and advocate for the needs of their school and community

See below Epstein's framework of six major types of involvement (Epstein, n.d.) and interview questions for parents and/or teachers:

• Type 1 – Parenting: Assist families with parenting skills, family support, understanding child and adolescent development, and setting home
conditions to support learning at each age and grade level. Assist schools in understanding families' backgrounds, cultures, and goals for children
(Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 352).
1. Does the school provide parents with assistance with parenting skills, and provide support for families in understanding child and adolescent

development?
2. Does the school guide parents in establishing conditions at home that support children's school success?
3. Does the school seem to understand family backgrounds, cultures, and goals for their children?



• Type 2 – Communicating: Communicate with families about school programs and student progress in varied, clear, and productive ways. Create
two-way communication channels (school to home and home to school) so that families can easily communicate with teachers, administrators,
counselors, and other families (Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 352).
4. Is there regular communication with families about school programs and student progress that is clear, varied, and productive?
5. Are there two-way communication channels between school and home, and home and school?
6. Is it easy for parents to communicate with teachers, administrators, counselors, and other families?

• Type 3 – Volunteering: Improve recruitment, training, activities, and schedules to involve families as volunteers and as audiences at the school or
in other locations. Enable educators to work with regular and occasional volunteers who assist and support students and the school (Cordeiro &
Cunningham, 2013, p. 352).
7. Does the school provide parents with opportunities to volunteer at school?
8. How are parent volunteers recruited?
9. Do parent volunteers assist and support students and the school?

• Type 4 – Learning at Home: Involve families with their children in academic learning activities at home, such as homework, goal setting, and other
curriculum-related activities and decisions. Encourage teachers to design homework that enables students to share and discuss interesting work
and ideas with family members (Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 352).
10. Are parents involved with academic learning activities at home (for example, homework, setting goals, et cetera)?
11. Do teachers design homework that encourages students to share their school work with their parents?

• Type 5 – Decision Making: Include families as participants in school decisions, governance, and advocacy activities through school councils or
improvement teams, committees, PTA/PTO, and other parent organizations. Assist family and teacher representatives to obtain information from,
and give information to, those they represent (p. 352).
12. Do parents have opportunities to participate in school decisions, governance, and advocacy activities through school councils or improvement

teams, committees, PTA/PTO, and other parent organizations?
13. Does the school assist families by providing information about pending school decisions that affect their children and elicit their input?

• Type 6 – Collaborating With Community: Coordinate resources and services for families, students, and the school with community businesses,
agencies, cultural and civic organizations, colleges or universities, and other community groups. Enable students, staff, and families to contribute
their service to the community (Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 352).
14. Does the school assist parents in making connections to community resources and services (for example, businesses, agencies, cultural and

civic organizations, colleges or universities, and other community groups)?
15. Does the school provide opportunities for students, staff, and families to provide service to their community?

Your paper should address the following required components, and it must be presented in sections as indicated below. Use the Unit 5 Assignment
Template [DOC], linked in the Resources, which includes each of these headings. Except for the Introduction, each section must have its own heading,
shown here in bold.

1. Introduction.
◦ Provide an overview of what will be presented in the paper, typically in one or two paragraphs. This section should not have a heading. The

current APA style guidelines do not require headers to introductions.

2. Parenting.
◦ Consider parents as providers of the child's basic needs.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success.
◦ Compare parenting at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve parenting.

3. Communicating.
◦ Consider communication between the school and the home.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success.
◦ Compare communicating at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve communicating.

4. Volunteering.
◦ Consider parents as volunteers at the school.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success.
◦ Compare volunteering at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve volunteering.
◦ Include how a system trains teachers to work cooperatively with volunteers and how this system can improve student learning.

(Assignment tip: The most often missed element in this section of the paper is discussion of teacher training.)

5. Learning at Home.
◦ Consider parents as instructors at home.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success.
◦ Compare learning at home at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve learning at home.

6. Decision Making.



◦ Consider parents involved in school governance.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success.
◦ Compare decision making at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve decision making.

7. Collaborating With Community.
◦ Consider parents working with the entire community.
◦ Discuss how this type of parental involvement can be realized in schools and how it supports student success. (Assignment tip: The most

often missed element in this section of the paper is discussion of how the facilitation of receiving services improves student learning.)
◦ Compare collaborating with community at Madison Middle School to the school whose parents you interviewed live.
◦ Recommend school leaders' strategies to improve collaborating with community.

8. Conclusion.
◦ Provide summative comments pertaining to the different roles of parental involvement. One or two paragraphs are sufficient to present the

concluding section of the paper.

9. References.
◦ A minimum of four scholarly, peer-reviewed references, also cited in the body of the paper, presented in adherence to current APA style and

formatting.

Additional Requirements
Your paper should meet the following requirements:

• Template: Use the Unit 5 Assignment Template (linked in the Resources) to develop this paper.
• Length of paper: 6–10 double-spaced pages, not including the title page and references page.
• References: A minimum of four scholarly, peer-reviewed resources on the References page, which are also cited in the paper.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• APA format:

◦ Follow current APA style and formatting for text citations.
◦ Include a title page with the following title: Parental Involvement: How Parents Contribute to School Success. Use the Title Page example

available at the APA Guide: The Title Page: APA Submission (link given in the Resources).
◦ Align text left and set margins to 1 inch on all sides, per APA guidelines.
◦ Paginate your paper properly, including page headers (see the Unit 5 Assignment Template). Also, review the Education Library Research

Guide (given in the Resources) for help using Microsoft Word.
◦ Incorporate appropriate headings and subheadings.
◦ Title your running headers after removing the words running head. Use APA format for the running header, which should be an abbreviated

title of no more than 50 characters including letters, punctuation, and spaces, using all uppercase letters. Use your word-processing program
to generate headers that will appear at the top, flush left of each page, rather than typing the header repeatedly on each page.

◦ Review APA Style Central for additional guidance, examples, and tools you can use for researching, writing, and formatting your paper and
for citing and referencing resources in APA style. See the APA Style and Format section of the Writing Center (linked in the Resources) for
instructions on accessing and using APA Style Central.

Use the SafeAssign Draft option to check your writing and ensure that you have paraphrased, quoted, and cited your sources appropriately. Run a
SafeAssign report, saving your paper as a draft. Based on your SafeAssign results, make any necessary changes to your paper before submitting your
final assignment to your instructor for grading.

Portfolio Prompt: You are required to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

References

Cordeiro, P. A., & Cunningham, W. G. (2013). Educational leadership: A bridge to improved practice (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.

Epstein, J. L. (n.d.). Epstein's framework of six types of involvement [PDF]. Retrieved from
https://www.sps186.org/downloads/table/13040/6TypesJ.Epstien.pdf

Course Resources

APA Guide: The Title Page: APA Submission

Blooming Park: Parental Involvement Interviews | Transcript

Online ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF]
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u05d2 - Leadership and Collaboration

In your initial post, address the following:

• What has been your most significant learning experience in this course to date?
• How would you evaluate your course experience so far, in terms of increased knowledge and skills as described in the program outcomes?
• What could the instructor do to help you be more successful in this course?
• What questions do you have at this point?

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

In this unit's studies, you listened to Dr. Florence Aitken talk about teachers as leaders. Review this media piece as background information for your
teacher interview.

Interview the principal of your school on the topic of leadership and collaboration. As a start, ask the questions listed below, and post a summary of the
responses in the discussion thread. It is not necessary to quote directly, but you may do so if you wish. Do not use the principal's real name.

1. How would you describe your school (for example, a suburban high school of approximately 1,500 students)?
2. What is your school's vision statement?
3. Do you think your school has a culture of collaboration?
4. How is collaboration important to the success of your school?

Unit 5 Data Collection Template [DOCX]

Unit 5 Assignment Template [DOC]

APA Style and Format

ePortfolio

Writing Feedback Tool

SafeAssign

Epstein's Framework of Six Types of Involvement [PDF].

Education Research Library Guide

Education Research Library Guide: Leadership and Administration

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]



Unit 6  Professional Development and Evaluation: NELP Building-Level Standards 1 & 4

Either in writing or orally, provide the principal with the results of your interviews with teachers (Unit 2) and parents (Unit 4). Then ask the following
question: Are you surprised at any of the information I just provided?

Continue the interview with the following questions:

1. How do you collaborate with teachers, parents, and the community?
2. Does collaboration include the concept and practice of teacher leadership? Can you please give an example?
3. How are teachers involved in important decisions?
4. Are there any areas where you think collaboration could be improved? If there are, what are they and what could the school do to improve them?

In your post, provide your impressions of the interview. Did the responses correspond with your own understandings of collaboration in the school?

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Introduction

NELP Standard 1
Mission, Vision, and Improvement: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program
understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the
knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to collaboratively lead, design, and implement a school mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology, equity, diversity, digital citizenship,
and community (NELP, p. 11, 2018)

Standard 1.2

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to lead improvement processes that include data use, design, implementation,
and evaluation. (NELP, p. 11, 2018)

NELP Standard 4
Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program understand and demonstrate the capacity
to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge, skills, and commitments
necessary to evaluate, develop, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data systems, supports, and assessment (NELP,
p. 18, 2018).

Standard 4.1

Program completers understand and can demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement high-quality, technology rich
curricula, programs, and other supports for academic and nonacademic student programs. (NELP, p. 18, 2018)

Introduction

Professional development and teacher evaluation are core functions of effective school leaders. Tying these two elements together sets the stage for
school improvement, vis-à-vis increased student success. Professional development and evaluation represent essential components of the school
leader's human resource management. As Cordeiro and Cunningham (2013) posited, "Performance evaluation is one of the hardest jobs in education

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

Teachers As Leaders: Principal Perspective | Transcript

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]
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and one of the most important. The primary goal of performance appraisal is the professional improvement of employees and thus the instructional
process" (p. 216). Here, it is important to distinguish between formative evaluation, intended to provide teachers with specific information about needed
performance improvement goals, including guidance to attain those goals, and summative evaluation, designed to assess the degree to which the
teacher has grown and improved through achievement of targeted goals. Summative evaluations are necessary to make those generally tough decisions
about continued employment.

As practicing educators, you are probably already familiar with clinical supervision (the cycle that consists of a pre-observation conference, an
observation, and a post-observation conference). And, there are many, many evaluation tools and rubrics in use. Most states, or districts, develop their
own teacher-performance evaluation instruments or adopt existing ones. Walk-throughs are gaining popularity among school leaders as well, enabling
administrators multiple opportunities to drop in to their classrooms to check the pulse of the hearts of their organizations. As you continue your study of
school leadership, you are encouraged to examine critically the many models and instruments available to evaluate teaching. Finally, effective school
leaders recognize the importance of multiple methods of evaluation, collecting teacher performance data from an array of sources (360-degree
evaluation), including not only classroom observations, but also student achievement data, professional growth progress, parent satisfaction surveys,
and even student surveys.

Indeed, data must drive all professional growth and development. As Brooks noted,

Data about students, educators, and systems are useful in defining individual, team, school, and system goals for professional learning.
Probing questions guide data analysis to understand where students are in relationship to the expected curriculum standards and to identify
the focus for educator professional learning. Student data include formal and informal assessments, achievement data such as grades and
annual, benchmark, end-of-course, and daily classroom work, and classroom assessments. Other forms of data, such as those that cover
demographics, engagement, attendance, student perceptions, behavior and discipline, participation in extracurricular programs, and post-
graduation education, are useful in understanding student learning needs, particularly if they are analyzed by student characteristics.
Knowing student learning needs guides decisions about educator professional learning, yet student data alone are insufficient. A
comprehensive understanding of educator learning needs is essential to planning meaningful professional learning. Sample data to consider
for identifying goals for educator learning include preparation information, performance on various assessments, educator perceptions,
classroom or work performance, student results, and individual professional learning goals (n.d.).

All professional practice is, by its nature, reflective practice, that is, a never-ending cycle of assessing, learning, growing, developing new skills, building
upon old ones, and applying what one has learned, then starting the cycle over again. As an educational leader, one's adherence to disciplined reflective
practice is paramount to leading successful schools. In an authentically collaborative school, leaders share this model with all whom they lead,
encouraging them to reflect upon practice in the classroom and constantly strive to improve their effectiveness. Through this model, sharing leadership
extends to sharing with teachers the responsibility for their own professional growth and development to build upon their professional efficacy.

References

Brooks, E. (n.d.) Data standard. Retrieved from https://www.learningforward.org/standards/data

Cordeiro, P. A., & Cunningham, W. G. (2013). Educational leadership: A bridge to improved practice (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings
In Abrams, S. S., Chen, X. J., & Downton, M. P. (2018).Managing educational technology: School partnerships and technology integration. New York,
NY: Routledge, read:

• Chapter 2, "Learning in the Context of Technology Integration," pp. 13-42.
◦ This reading provides an introductory overview to theories and practices designed to support effective technology integration.

• Chapter 5, "Data, Data, Data: Issues and Possible Conflicts," pp. 102-128.
◦ This reading addresses challenges and values pertaining to data collection, analysis, and management.

Use the Internet to access the following:

Read these webpages:

• Teaching Tolerance. (n.d.). Teaching teachers: Professional development to improve student achievement. Retrieved from
hhttps://www.tolerance.org/professional-development/teaching-teachers-pd-to-improve-student-achievement

• Learning Forward. (n.d.). Standards for professional learning. Retrieved from http://www.learningforward.org/standards/standards.cfm
• Utah Education Network. (n.d.). Teacher evaluation. Retrieved from http://www.uen.org/Rubric/rubric.cgi?rubric_id=1512
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◦ This rubric has been adapted from Effective Professional Practice: A Framework for Teaching by Charlotte Danielson, published by ASCD.

Review the contents of this paper. Some of it may prove useful to you in your course work.

• East, K. A. (2015). A study of professional learning communities: Characteristics of implementation and perceived effectiveness in improvement
schools in West Virginia. Retrieved from https://mds.marshall.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1942&context=etd

View the following videos. Some require Flash to view. If you don't have Flash, read the transcript provided on the webpage instead.

• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Teachers support differentiated learning through professional development and collaboration [Video]. Available
from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ukO7YUOYTM

• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). Dr. Marzano explains the need to align walkthroughs, teacher evaluations & professional
development [Video]. Retrieved from http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr.-marzano-explains-the-need-to-align-walkthroughs-
teacher-evaluation/

• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). Dr. Marzano outlines the sources for teacher evaluation data [Video]. Available
from http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr.-marzano-explains-the-need-to-align-walkthroughs-teacher-evaluation/

• iObservation. (Producer). (n.d.). How to use student data in evaluations. Retrieved from http://www.iobservation.com/Marzano-Suite/Videos/dr-
marzano-describes-how-to-use-student-data-in-evaluations/

Meeting Attendance
You are required to attend a meeting in your school of the school improvement team or the leadership team in preparation for the second discussion in
Unit 7. If you have not attended the meeting yet, you may want to do so during this unit so that you are prepared to report your findings in the discussion
next week. For more information about the requirements of the discussion, refer to the directions in the second discussion in Unit 7.

Assignment Overview
To support student learning, you need to have a strong instructional program; but, you also need to have a positive school culture that supports and
promotes learning. In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to explore ideas and develop strategies related to the creation of a positive school
culture, a comprehensive and rigorous instructional program, the leadership of school staff, and an effective use of technology.

The paper is designed to assess your content knowledge of the NELP Standard 5: Community and External Leadership: to engage families, community,
and school personnel in order to strengthen student learning, support school improvement, and advocate for the needs of their school and community;
NELP Building-Level Standard 3: Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness: to develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally
responsive, and inclusive school culture; and NELP Component 4.1: Understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement
high-quality, technology rich curricula, programs, and other supports for academic and nonacademic student programs).

Assignment Instructions
Use the Unit 6 Assignment Template [DOC], linked in the Resources, to complete your assignment. Please note the current APA style guidelines. Your
paper should include the following required components, and it must be presented in sections as indicated below. Except for the Introduction, each
section must have its own heading. Instructions aligning with scoring guide criteria are presented in bold and are followed by the aligning NELP
standards.

Introduction

Provide an overview of what will be presented in the paper, typically in one or two paragraphs. This section should not have a heading. The current APA
style guidelines do not call for headers in introductions.



School Culture

Describe what should be done to assess and sustain a positive school culture and instructional program that supports student learning by
fostering collaboration, trust, and a personalized learning environment with high expectations for students. Be sure to incorporate theories on
human development, personalized learning environment, and motivation.

• Standard 1: Mission, Vision, and Improvement
◦ 1.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and communicate a school mission
and vision designed to reflect a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and
community.

• Standard 3: Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness:
◦ 3.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to use data to evaluate, design, cultivate, and advocate for a supportive
and inclusive school culture.

Explain how school vision is essential to developing a positive school culture and what should be done to assess and sustain a shared vision
of learning for a school.

• Standard 1: Mission, Vision, and Improvement
◦ 1.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and communicate a school mission
and vision designed to reflect a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and
community.

• Standard 3: Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness:
◦ 3.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to use data to evaluate, design, cultivate, and advocate for a supportive
and inclusive school culture.

Instructional Program

Describe the process a school leader should use to create and evaluate a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent curricular and instructional
school program. Be sure to incorporate curriculum development and instructional delivery theories and explain how the school leader measures
teacher performance. Consider multiple methods of evaluation, accountability systems, data collection, and analysis of evidence.

• Standard 4: Learning and Instruction
◦ 4.4: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s
curriculum, instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner.

• Standard 7: Building Professional Capacity
◦ 7.3: Program completers understand and have the capacity to personally engage in, as well as collaboratively engage school staff in,
professional learning designed to promote reflection, cultural responsiveness, distributed leadership, digital literacy, school improvement, and
student success.

◦ 7.4: Program completers understand and have the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement systems of supervision, support, and
evaluation designed to promote school improvement and student success.

Explain how the school leader should use school technology and information systems to support and monitor student learning.

• Standard 4: Learning and Instruction
◦ 4.4: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s
curriculum, instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner.

• Standard 7: Building Professional Capacity
◦ 7.3: Program completers understand and have the capacity to personally engage in, as well as collaboratively engage school staff in,
professional learning designed to promote reflection, cultural responsiveness, distributed leadership, digital literacy, school improvement, and
student success.

◦ 7.4: Program completers understand and have the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement systems of supervision, support, and
evaluation designed to promote school improvement and student success.

Supervision

Describe the process a school leader should use to develop and supervise the instructional and leadership capacity of the school staff.
Incorporate high-quality professional development for school staff, best instructional leadership practices, and leadership theory, change processes, and
evaluation.

• Standard 4: Learning and Instruction
◦ 4.2: Program completers understand and can demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement high-quality and equitable
academic and nonacademic instructional practices, resources, technologies, and services that support equity, digital literacy, and the school’s
academic and nonacademic systems.



Technology

Describe the process a school leader should use to promote the most effective and appropriate technologies to support teaching and learning
in a school-level environment. Incorporate how technology should be used for instruction within the school.

• Standard 4: Learning and Instruction
◦ 4.2: Program completers understand and can demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement high-quality and equitable
academic and nonacademic instructional practices, resources, technologies, and services that support equity, digital literacy, and the school’s
academic and nonacademic systems.

Conclusion

Provide summative comments pertaining to the school leader's role in stewardship of the school's vision and assessment and promotion of positive
school culture. Two or three paragraphs are sufficient to present the concluding section of the paper.

References

Include a minimum of five scholarly, peer-reviewed references, also cited in the body of the paper, presented in adherence to current APA style and
formatting.

Additional Requirements
Your paper should meet the following requirements:

• Template: Use the Unit 6 Assignment Template [DOC] to develop this paper. Keep in mind that the paper you write for this assignment will be
modified for inclusion in the final paper for this course.

• Length of paper: 6–8 double-spaced pages, not including the title page and references page.
• References: A minimum of five scholarly, peer-reviewed resources on the References page, which are also cited in the paper. Use the Library

Essentials page and the Leadership and Administration page of the Education Library Research Guide (in the Resources) for help gathering
scholarly resources.

• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• APA format:

◦ Follow current APA style and formatting for text citations.
◦ Include a title page with the following title: Leading the School: School Culture and the Instructional Program. Use the Title Page example

available at the APA Guide: The Title Page: Course Papers (link given in the Resources).
◦ Align text left and set margins to 1 inch on all sides, per APA guidelines.
◦ Paginate your paper properly.
◦ Incorporate appropriate headings and subheadings.
◦ Title your running headers after removing the words running head. Use APA format for the running header, which should be an abbreviated

title of no more than 50 characters including letters, punctuation, and spaces, using all uppercase letters. Use your word-processing program
to generate headers that will appear at the top, flush left of each page, rather than typing the header repeatedly on each page.

◦ Review APA Style & Format for additional guidance, examples, and tools you can use for researching, writing, and formatting your paper and
for citing and referencing resources in APA style.

Use the SafeAssign Draft option to check your writing and ensure that you have paraphrased, quoted, and cited your sources appropriately. Run a
SafeAssign report, saving your paper as a draft. Based on your SafeAssign results, make any necessary changes to your paper before submitting your
final assignment to your instructor for grading.

Portfolio Prompt: You may choose to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information.

Course Resources

APA Style and Format

Writing Feedback Tool

APA Guide: The Title Page: Course Papers

Unit 6 Assignment Template [DOC]

ePortfolio
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Unit 7  Managing the School: NELP Standards 4.4 & 6.1

Review the following:

• Learning Forward. (n.d.). Standards for professional learning. Retrieved from http://www.learningforward.org/standards/standards.cfm
• Utah Education Network. (n.d.). Teacher evaluation. Retrieved from http://www.uen.org/Rubric/rubric.cgi?rubric_id=1512
• Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Teachers support differentiated learning through professional development and collaboration [Video]. Available from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ukO7YUOYTM

Reflect on these and briefly describe what a culture of professional development means to you. Provide examples, from a school you know, of how the
school leadership developed and promoted a positive, effective culture of professional development.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Introduction

NELP Standard 4
Learning and Instruction: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program understand and
demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge,
skills, and commitments necessary to evaluate, develop, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data systems, supports,
and assessment (NELP, p. 18, 2018).

Standard 4.4

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s curriculum,
instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner (NELP, p. 18, 2018).

NELP Standard 6
Operations and Management: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program
understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the
knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to improve management, communication, technology, school-level governance, and operation
systems to develop and improve data-informed and equitable school resource plans and to apply laws, policies, and regulations. (NELP, p.
24, 2018).

SafeAssign

Education Research Library Guide

Education Research Library Guide: Leadership and Administration

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]
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Standard 6.1

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student’s learning needs and promote the mission and vision
of the school (NELP, p. 24, 2018).

Introduction

It is hoped that you recognize that a school organization is really the people, that is, leaders, faculty or staff, parents, students, and community. The
effectiveness of the school organization is a function of the effectiveness of all the people, not just the leaders. How well one manages a school comes
down to how well one manages people. Human relations theory must be applied to practice if one hopes to lead a school toward meeting its primary
objective, the success of all students.

Scott (as cited by Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 104) pointed out that two fundamental components of organizations are norms and roles:

Norms are the generalized rules governing behavior that specify, in particular, appropriate means for pursuing goals; and roles are
expectations for evaluative standards employed in assessing the behavior of occupants of specific social positions. . . . organized so as to
constitute a relatively coherent and consistent set of beliefs and prescriptions governing the behavior of participants.

Effective school leaders never lose sight of this notion, that it is the people who are the organizational machine, the people make everything run smoothly
or break down.

Houston (as cited by Cordeiro & Cunningham, 2013, p. 125) pointed out succinctly:

Many leaders are currently caught in the trap of trying to emulate the success achieved by earlier generations of "command and control"
administrators. Today, you cannot command the staff or community—you can't even get them to take a number.

Rather than try to lead by command, administrators must develop and nurture relationships. . . .

Educators are particularly fond of saying "It takes a village to raise a child," but the real question for school leaders is "What does it take to
raise a village?" . . .

School leaders must move from the "Bs" from past days of school administration (bonds, building, busses, budgets—the "stuff" of education)
to the "Cs" (connections, collaborations, communication, children—the building of relationships).

References

Cordeiro, P. A., & Cunningham, W. G. (2013). Educational leadership: A bridge to improved practice (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Pearson.

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings
In Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice, read the following:

• Chapter 5, "Attending to Tasks and Relationships," pages 99–116.

Your paper regarding the steps and processes that school leaders should use to manage the school organization, operations, and resources is due in
Unit 8. During this unit, you should be researching and starting to write your paper. Refer to the Unit 8 assignment instructions to learn more about the
requirements. The directions for the assignment as well as the scoring guide are useful sources of information.

Use the Library Essentials page and the Leadership and Administration page of the Education Library Research Guide for help gathering scholarly
resources.
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Unit 8  Ethics, Integrity, and Fairness: NELP Standard 2

The principalship is an ever-evolving, complex job that requires one to wear many hats, to be many things to many people. Indeed, the principal needs to
both juggle and balance tasks associated with managing the school operations while acting as the chief executive officer (CEO) of the school's teaching
and learning—that is, the instructional leader. The school principal must routinely demonstrate his or her expertise when faced with the multiplicity of
school functions.

For this discussion, you will attend a meeting in your school of the school improvement team or a meeting of the leadership team. You will be an observer
at the meeting and will only participate if asked to do so by the chair. You will observe the meeting to determine if any of the topics discussed relate to
NELP Standards 6.1 and 4.4. You will analyze the dynamics and outcomes of the meeting to see if you think what is done there will have a positive effect
on student outcomes. Finally, you will provide your thoughts on how the meeting might be improved.

Your post should address the following required components, and it must be presented in the sections indicated below.

1. Committee: Describe the type of committee and the composition of the members, including whom they represent. Do not use real names.
2. Summary: Provide a summary of the discussions at the meeting and show how the topics relate to NELP Standards 6.1 and 4.4.
3. Analysis: Analyze the meeting, including the dynamics and the outcomes.
4. Improvement: Summarize the steps you would take to improve the meeting and any future meetings.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Introduction

NELP Standard 2
Ethics and Professional Norms: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program
understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the
knowledge, skills, and commitments necessary to understand and demonstrate the capacity to advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate
and enact professional norms. (NELP, p. 13, 2018).

Introduction

The words ethics and morals are not synonymous. Practically, ethics deals with the law and the codes of ethics developed by professional organizations.
For example, the United States Office of Government Ethics says that public employees (and that would include people who work for public schools)
"hold their positions as a public trust and the American people have a right to expect that all employees will place loyalty to the Constitution, laws,
regulations, and ethical principles above private gain" (Exec. Order No. 11222, 3 C.F.R. 306–311 (1990)). Thus, ethical behavior is following the federal,
state, and local laws and regulations. If it is legal, it is ethical.

Morality is based on something other than the law, although the best laws promote moral behavior. Take, for example, the constitutional concept of
honesty. Moral behavior is based on a code of conduct that comes from religious or societal standards. Loosely, the distinction would be that ethics deals
with what is legal and illegal; and morality deals with right and wrong.

Educational leaders need a keen sense of what is ethical and what is moral if they wish to be successful. For example, leaders need to understand the
law concerning teacher, student, and parental rights within the educational setting. They need to know about tort liability and special education laws.

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide
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Educators who do not know the law will find themselves immersed in so much legal contention that they will have time for little else. They will also find
themselves in court where the average school litigation case is said to cost well in excess of 100,000 dollars.

What is important for educators to know is that there is a difference between ethics and morality. Regardless of personal beliefs, administers and
teachers need to behave ethically—that is, to know and follow the law. They also need the wisdom to do what is right.

For many who are yet to lead, as well as for far too many who hold leadership positions, ethics in education is often oversimplified, thought of as little
more than a matter of doing the ethical thing, knowing the difference between legal and illegal. For school leaders who have faced real dilemmas,
however, it is apparent that there is rarely a quandary when choosing between right and wrong; the real dilemma is when one must make decisions that
involve right versus right.

Consider, for example, the dilemma that confronts a parent who ponders the right versus right in deciding whether or not to read her teenage daughter's
e-mail or text messages. Even though a leader might have firm personal beliefs on one side or the other, he or she must be able to consider very diverse
perspectives in determining which right wins. Some will argue that parent rights supersede individual rights to privacy, although others feel strongly that
privacy and trust trump the need to know what their children are saying and to whom they are saying it. This scenario simply serves to illustrate the
nature of ethical dilemmas, of strategically examining the ramifications of one's decision when facing two rights.

References

Executive Order (E.O.) 11222, E.O. 12674, as modified by E.O. 12731, 3 C.F.R., 1990 Comp., pp. 306–311; 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101.aspx?
fileticket=zRZI73R0nOQ=

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings
In the Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice text, read:

• Chapter 12, "Addressing Ethics in Leadership," pages 273–300

Use the Internet to read the following:

• AASA. (n.d.). Code of ethics. Retrieved from http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=1390

Multimedia
View Ethical Leadership. This media is relevant to the discussion activity in this unit.

For this assignment, write a paper that provides analysis of the steps and processes school leaders should use to manage the school organization,
operations, and resources to promote a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment. Include discussion of strategies to collaborate with all
stakeholders (families and other community members), to respond to diverse community interests and needs and to mobilize community resources.
Provide examples, as appropriate, based on your own professional experiences, and support your discussions using relevant citations from professional
literature.

Your paper should include the following required components, and it must be presented in sections as indicated below. Instructions aligning with scoring
guide criteria are presented in bold and are followed by the aligning NELP standards. Except for the Introduction, each section must have its own
heading and subheading:

1. Introduction.
2. School Management: Effective Learning Environment.

◦ Evaluation of School Management and Operational Systems.
◦ Group Processes and Distributed Leadership.



◦ Efficient Use of Resources: Human, Fiscal, and Technological.
◦ School Safety and Crisis Management.

3. Integrating Management and High-Quality Instruction.
4. Collaborating with Stakeholders: School and Community.

◦ Collaboration with Stakeholders.
◦ Community Agencies.

5. Conclusion.
6. References.

Instructions for completing each required section:

Introduction

Provide an overview of what will be presented in the paper, typically in one or two paragraphs. This section should not have a heading. The current APA
style guidelines do not call for headers for introductions.

School Management: Effective Learning Environment

• Analyze the process a leader would use to optimize the learning environment for all students. This analysis should apply appropriate
models and principles of organizational development and management; include research- and data-driven decision making with attention to
indicators of equity, effectiveness, and efficiency; develop an action plan focused on management of fiscal, human, and material resources; and
emphasize student learning, safety, curriculum, and instruction.

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student's learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.

• Describe the steps used to facilitate group processes that build consensus, aid communication, and resolve conflicts in conducting
operations and setting priorities. Include needs assessment and research-based data through the development of a communication plan that
focuses on collaboration.

◦ NELP Standard 3: Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness.
◾ 3.3: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, cultivate, and advocate for equitable, inclusive, and
culturally responsive instruction and behavior support practices among teachers and staff.

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student’s learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.

◦ NELP Standard 7: Building Professional Capacity.
◾ 7.3: Program completers understand and have the capacity to personally engage in, as well as collaboratively engage school staff in,
professional learning designed to promote reflection, cultural responsiveness, distributed leadership, digital literacy, school
improvement, and student success.

• Address the processes a leader would use to discover new resources to facilitate learning, including application and assessment of new
technologies to support management of the organization. Examples include business procedures, student data management, and
communication

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student’s learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.

Subsections within School Management: Effective Learning Environment:

Evaluation of School Management and Operational Systems

• Analyze the processes a leader would use to understand, monitor, and evaluate school management and operational systems including
resources, marketing, and public relations functions.

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student's learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.



Group Processes and Distributed Leadership

• Describe the process a school leader should use to develop school capacity for distributed leadership. Include an explanation of the
meaning of distributed leadership in a school environment and how to create and sustain it.

◦ NELP Standard 7: Building Professional Capacity.
◾ 7.3: Program completers understand and have the capacity to personally engage in, as well as collaboratively engage school staff in,
professional learning designed to promote reflection, cultural responsiveness, distributed leadership, digital literacy, school
improvement, and student success.

Efficient Use of Resources: Human, Fiscal, and Technological

• Describe the methods and procedures a school leader should utilize to employ efficiently human, fiscal, and technological resources in
managing school operations. Be sure to also explain how the school leader will ensure that resources are aligned to school priorities and
forecasting requirements.

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student's learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.

School Safety and Crisis Management

• Analyze the processes a leader would use to understand and promote school-based policies and procedures that foster a safe and
secure learning environment. Include discipline management policies and plans, prevention, crisis management, and public relations.

◦ NELP Standard 3: Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness.
◾ 3.3: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, cultivate, and advocate for equitable, inclusive, and
culturally responsive instruction and behavior support practices among teachers and staff.

Integrating Management and High-Quality Instruction

• Describe the supervision strategies a school leader should use to ensure that teachers maximize time spent on high-quality instruction
and student learning. Include a discussion of pertinent management theories related to effective school time, priorities, and schedules.

◦ NELP Standard 4: Learning and Instruction.
◾ 4.4: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s
curriculum, instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner.

• Incorporate several management theories that relate to effective school prioritization, scheduling, and time management. (Tip: The most
often missed element in this section of the paper is discussion of pertinent management theories related to effective school time, priorities, and
schedules.)

◦ NELP Standard 4: Learning and Instruction.
◾ 4.4: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s
curriculum, instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner.

Collaborating With Stakeholders: School and Community

• Analyze how family and community resources can be used to boost learning. Include: distributed leadership; use of community agencies (for
example, health agencies and social service organizations); services to special and exceptional needs students; and some of the best practices for
the use of community resources, school resources, and public resources and funds to encourage communities to provide new resources to address
emerging student problems.

◦ NELP Standard 5: Community and External Leadership.
◾ 5.2: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage and cultivate relationships with diverse
community members, partners, and other constituencies for the benefit of school improvement and student development.

• Analyze the school or community diversity and how school leaders should use this variety of perspectives to enrich school programs
while meeting the needs of all students. Examples of diversity include cultural, ethnic, racial, economic, and special interest groups.

◦ NELP Standard 5: Community and External Leadership.
◾ 5.2: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage and cultivate relationships with diverse
community members, partners, and other constituencies for the benefit of school improvement and student development.

Subsections within Collaborating with Stakeholders: School and Community:

Collaboration With Stakeholders

• Describe the processes a school leader would use to collaborate with stakeholders (school faculty, staff, and community members) to
gather information needed to plan for improvement of the educational environment and share in decision making. Examine processes and
systems a school leader would use to support the needs of all students, parents, and caregivers through open, effective communication (oral and
written). Discuss ways school leaders can use to promote and monitor a culture of communication and collaboration with families and caregivers.

◦ NELP Standard 5: Community and External Leadership.



◾ 5.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage diverse families in strengthening student
learning in and out of school.

◦ NELP Standard 6: Operations and Management.
◾ 6.1: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to evaluate, develop, and implement management, communication,
technology, school-level governance, and operation systems that support each student’s learning needs and promote the mission and
vision of the school.

Community Agencies

• Determine how a school leader could identify and mobilize community resources to build cultural competence and support the success
of all students through integration of diverse cultural, social, and intellectual community resources. Examples of resources include: health
agencies, social service organizations, and ethnic, racial, or cultural organizations. Include processes a school leader would use to promote
effective communication (written and oral) and productive relationships with community partners.

◦ NELP Standard 5: Community and External Leadership.
◾ 5.2: Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively engage and cultivate relationships with diverse
community members, partners, and other constituencies for the benefit of school improvement and student development.

Conclusion

The conclusion should provide summative comments pertaining to the school leader's role in managing the school and collaborating with stakeholders.
Two or three paragraphs are sufficient to present the concluding section of the paper.

References

Include a minimum of five scholarly, peer-reviewed references, also cited in the body of the paper, presented in adherence to current APA style and
formatting.

Additional Requirements
Your paper should meet the following requirements:

• Template: Use the Unit 8 Assignment Template [DOC], linked in the Resources, to develop this paper. Keep in mind that the paper you write for this
assignment will be summarized in the final paper for this course.

• Length of paper: 6–10 double-spaced pages, not including the title page and references page. Do not exceed the page limit.
• References: A minimum of five scholarly, peer-reviewed resources on the References page, which are also cited in the paper.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• APA format:

◦ Follow current APA style and formatting for text citations.
◦ Include a title page with the following title: Leading the School: School Management and Stakeholder Collaboration. Use the Title Page

example available at the APA Guide: The Title Page: APA Submission (link given in the Resources).
◦ Align text left and set margins to 1 inch on all sides, per APA guidelines.
◦ Paginate your paper properly.
◦ Incorporate appropriate headings and subheadings.
◦ Title your running headers after removing the words running head. Use APA format for the running header, which should be an abbreviated

title of no more than 50 characters including letters, punctuation, and spaces, using all uppercase letters. Use your word-processing program
to generate headers that will appear at the top, flush left of each page, rather than typing the header repeatedly on each page.

◦ Review APA Style Central for additional guidance, examples, and tools you can use for researching, writing, and formatting your paper and
for citing and referencing resources in APA style. See the APA Style and Format section of the Writing Center (linked in the Resources) for
instructions on accessing and using APA Style Central.

Use the SafeAssign Draft option to check your writing and ensure that you have paraphrased, quoted, and cited your sources appropriately. Run a
SafeAssign report, saving your paper as a draft. Based on your SafeAssign results, make any necessary changes to your paper before submitting your
final assignment to your instructor for grading.

Portfolio Prompt: You may choose to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide direction on your writing. In the tool, click on the linked resources for helpful
writing information.

Course Resources

APA Guide: The Title Page: APA Submission

Unit 8 Assignment Template [DOC]
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Unit 9  School Reform: NELP Standard 4.4

Review the Ethical Leadership media presentation, which is linked in the Resources.

Educational leaders are called upon to make tough decisions during their work in schools. The most difficult decisions often involve ethical and moral
issues. Stakeholders may hold very different beliefs about what is right and what is wrong. In these situations, leaders must carefully examine the values
associated with competing views.

In this discussion, examine your personal game plan to demonstrate ethical leadership. How will you make the ethical choice when you must decide
between right and right? How do ethical leaders choose between two opposing right things to do?

Provide at least one example that illustrates a right versus right dilemma you might face as an educational leader, and provide the steps you would take
to critically evaluate the competing alternatives. (Note: You might need to refer back to this unit's introduction to fully understand what is being asked in
this discussion question). Explain the potential moral and legal consequences of decision making in a school and strategies you would use as an
educational leader to prevent these types of issues from arising. How do you model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and
ethical behavior in your role as a principal?

Note: You will use information gleaned in this discussion in the last component of your final project.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Introduction

APA Style and Format

Writing Feedback Tool

APA Guide: The Title Page: Course Papers

ePortfolio

SafeAssign

Education Research Library Guide

Education Research Library Guide: Leadership and Administration

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

Ethical Leadership | Transcript

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]
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NELP Standard 4
Learning and Instruction: Candidates who successfully complete a building-level educational leadership preparation program understand
and demonstrate the capacity to promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge,
skills, and commitments necessary to evaluate, develop, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data systems, supports,
and assessment (NELP, p. 18, 2018).

Standard 4.4

Program completers understand and demonstrate the capacity to collaboratively evaluate, develop, and implement the school’s curriculum,
instruction, technology, data systems, and assessment practices in a coherent, equitable, and systematic manner (NELP, p. 18, 2018).

Introduction

Educational leadership is a lifelong learning endeavor. Fortunately, the resources available to school leaders are so abundant that they will always have
easy access to real-time, real-world developments and emerging trends in education. Continuing innovation is an essential element of ongoing school
improvement and reform. School leaders must ever reform their schools to improve them.

Reference

National Policy Board for Educational Administration. (2018). National Education Leadership Preparation (NELP) program standards: Building
level. Retrieved from http://npbea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NELP-Building-Standards.pdf

Learning Activities

Readings
In Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice Leadership, read the following:

• Chapter 5, "Attending to Tasks and Relationships," pages 99–116.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Self-efficacy. (2004). In W. E. Craighead, & C. B. Nemeroff (Eds.), The concise Corsini encyclopedia of psychology and behavioral science (3rd
ed.). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

Use the Internet to complete the following:

• View the following videos for basic information on school reform and different perspectives on how reform can lead to student success. They
present three different perspectives on how to improve schools. Think about the commonalities and differences among the authors. Which ones do
you think would be the most effective? Are they complementary?

◦ Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Big thinkers: Chris Dede on scaling success [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=u1Lnuw3_NPk

◦ Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Big thinkers: Barnett Berry on education reform [Video]. Available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JRrI0h4KYnk

◦ Edutopia. (Producer). (n.d.). Trading in books for bytes: Union City public schools [Video]. Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rJOUerANOMI

• Browse the following websites for information on school reform. Familiarize yourself with all of the resources available related to school reform. You
will use one of these websites in this unit's first discussion:

◦ AdvancED. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.advanc-ed.org/
◦ American Institutes for Research. (n.d.). College & Career Readiness & Success Center. Retrieved from: http://www.ccrscenter.org/
◦ PBS Learning Media. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/
◦ IES. (n.d.). Regional education laboratory program. Retrieved from http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/
◦ IES. (n.d.). What works clearinghouse. Retrieved from http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/
◦ Center on Innovations in Learning. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.centeril.org/

◾ This center focuses on the science of innovation and personalized learning.

◦ The Center on School Turnaround. (n.d.). Retrieved from: http://www.centeronschoolturnaround.org/
◾ This center strongly believes that efforts to turn around the nation's persistently low-achieving schools can move from a system that

focuses on islands of excellence to the way we do business in the United States.

◦ Academic Development Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved from: http://www.adi.org/
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u09d1 - School Improvement Resources

◾ This institute's goal is that all students succeed as self-directed learners, avid readers, and responsible citizens, respectful of
themselves and others.

◦ School Community Network. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.schoolcommunitynetwork.org/
◾ School Community Network (SCN) provides tools and resources to engage families in student learning and build strong school

communities.

• Browse the following websites for information on school reform from major educational organizations. Familiarize yourself with all of the resources
available related to school reform. You will use one of these websites in this unit's second discussion:

◦ AASA. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aasa.org/
◾ This is the website of the American School Superintendents Association.

◦ American Federation of Teachers (AFT). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.aft.org/
◾ This is the website of American Federation of Teachers.

◦ ASCD. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ascd.org/Default.aspx
◦ Association for Effective Schools. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.mes.org/
◦ Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.amle.org/
◦ Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ccsso.org/
◦ Consortium for Policy Research in Education (CPRE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.cpre.org/
◦ Edutopia. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.edutopia.org/

◾ Edutopia is an initiative by the George Lucas Educational Foundation.

◦ Learning Forward. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.learningforward.org
◦ National Alliance of Black School Educators (NABSE). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nabse.org/
◦ National Association for Gifted Children. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nagc.org/
◦ National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.naesp.org
◦ National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP). (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.nassp.org/
◦ National Education Association (NEA). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nea.org/
◦ National School Boards Association (NSBA). (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.nsba.org/
◦ U.S. Department of Education. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.ed.gov/

Your final project is due in Unit 10. During this unit, you should be researching and beginning to write the integrity, fairness, and ethics portion of your
paper. You should also be revising and improving your Unit 6 and Unit 8 assignments to be included as well.

Refer to the assignment in Unit 10 and the course project information to learn more about the requirements of this assignment. The directions for the
assignment as well as the scoring guide used for grading are useful sources of information.

Visit the websites listed below. Choose one and discuss how an educational leader would use this resource to find innovative ideas and then move these
ideas into practice to bring about meaningful school improvement. Look for an "About Us" page to get a better sense of the mission and purpose of the
organization.

Provide specific examples, including the sequential steps a leader should take to bring about change, keeping in mind and referring to the NELP
Standards you have discussed throughout this course.

• PBS Learning Media provides games and videos from PBS or PBS affiliates on a variety of curriculum topics. These resources are available to
educators to use in their classrooms.

• AdvancED is an organization that helps schools and educators continuously improve by providing research, strategies, and other support.
• College & Career Readiness & Success Center from American Institutes for Research focuses on research-supported strategies.
• Regional Educational Laboratory Program helps educators with school improvement actions by providing access to high-quality research.
• What Works Clearinghouse pulls together research to identify the best practices, programs, and policies to improve education.
• Center on Innovations in Learning (CIL) focuses on the science of innovation and personalized learning.
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• The Center on School Turnaround strongly believe that efforts to turn around the nation's persistently low-achieving schools can move from a
system that focuses on islands of excellence to the way we do business in the United States.

• Academic Development Institute. This institute's goal is that all students succeed as self-directed learners, avid readers, and responsible citizens,
respectful of themselves and others.

• School Community Network (SCN) provides tools and resources to engage families in student learning and build strong school communities.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Educational leaders must be lifelong learners. The world of education is forever evolving; therefore, effective school leaders must stay abreast of what is
happening in the profession. Affiliations with professional organizations provide school leaders with continuing opportunities to learn, grow, and become
better leaders.

Review the list of professional organizations below. Choose one organization that most interests you. Explore that organization's website to discover
school improvement resources. List and describe resources or initiatives that you believe have potential to transform schools.

In your analyses, include your rationale for the selected school reform initiatives, that is, why the initiative has merit, how it will make a difference, and so
on. Include the steps you would take as a school principal to implement change for school improvement, again keeping in mind and referring to the NELP
Standards you have discussed throughout this course.

• American Association of School Administrators (AASA).
• American Federation of Teachers (AFT).
• ASCD.
• Association for Effective Schools.
• Association for Middle Level Education.
• Consortium for Policy Research in Education.
• Council of Chief State School Officers.
• Edutopia.
• Learning Forward.
• National Alliance of Black School Educators.
• National Association for Gifted Children.
• National Association of Elementary School Principals.
• National Association of Secondary School Principals.
• National Education Association (NEA).
• National School Boards Association (NSBA).
• U.S. Department of Education.

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]

Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]



Unit 10  Reflections and Final Paper

u10s1 - External Assessment Requirements

Introduction

In this unit, you will submit your course project, including citations and references, and give feedback on the value of this course to you.

Learning Activities

The P–12 Leadership Program has two types of external assessment requirements associated with its programs. The P–12 Leadership Program
includes:

• Leadership in Educational Administration.
• Curriculum and Instruction.
• Special Education Leadership.

External Assessment for the Quality of Candidate Preparedness
The first external assessment is mandated as a program requirement. This assessment is not connected to you applying for certification in your state to
be an administrator (principal, superintendent, special education director, curriculum director, et cetera). This assessment is a program component for all
learners regardless of the state requirements in which they are seeking certification/licensure. This program requirement is in place because all three
programs are a part of the PEU that has received national recognition and accreditation through CAEP.

External assessments have been chosen through ETS to ensure that candidates are able to complete the computer-based assessment. These
assessments are aligned with NELP and CEC, and have been selected to provide performance data about how prepared learners are in each program.
This data will be reported and used to assess the quality of the programs. It is important for learners to be aware that they must complete the appropriate
assessment by the end of the second internship for their catalog. Learners will submit their score reports in the second internship course as a course
requirement.

Below are the external assessments that learners will need to complete as a program requirement.

Leadership in Educational Administration (LEA)–MS, EdS, and PhD

School Leadership Emphasis – Principal

• All learners:
◦ Beginning July 2016, LEA learners in the School Leadership Emphasis are required to take the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership:
Administration and Supervision that is administered through ETS and submit their score reports to successfully complete the program. To be
recommended for licensure, learners must successfully pass the Praxis LL Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision
with a score of 145 or above.

◦ LEA learners in the School Leadership Emphasis who enrolled under an earlier catalog must take the School Leaders Licensure
Assessment (SLLA) that is administered through ETS and submit the score report to successfully complete the program. To be recommended
for licensure, they must pass the exam with a minimum of 163.

◦ UPDATE: Because of the change in the licensure exam in the July 2016 catalog, LEA learners in the School Leadership Emphasis, who
enrolled under an earlier catalog, can substitute the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision for the SLLA, if
desired. If this option is chosen, learners must take the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision and submit
the score report to successfully complete the program and pass the exam with a score of 145 or above to be recommended for licensure.

◦ Learners can visit the ETS website to learn more about the exams. Learners are responsible for any costs associated with this assessment.

District Leadership Emphasis–Superintendent

• All learners:
◦ Beginning July 2016 LEA, learners in the District Leadership Emphasis are required to take the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership:
Administration and Supervision that is administered through ETS and submit their score reports to successfully complete the program. To be

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]



recommended for licensure, learners must successfully pass the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision
with a score of 145 or above.

◦ LEA learners in the District Leadership Emphasis who enrolled under an earlier catalog must take the School Superintendent Assessment
(SSA) that is administered through ETS and submit the score report to successfully complete the program. To be recommended for licensure,
they must pass the exam with a minimum of 160.

◦ UPDATE: Because of the change in the licensure exam in the July 2016 catalog, LEA learners in the District Leadership Emphasis, who
enrolled under an earlier catalog, can substitute the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision for the SSA, if
desired. If this option is chosen, learners must take the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision and submit
the score report to successfully complete the program and pass the exam with a score of 145 or above to be recommended for licensure.

◦ Learners can visit the ETS website to learn more about the exams. Learners are responsible for any costs associated with this assessment.

Curriculum and Instruction (C&I)–EdS and PhD

Beginning July 2016, learners in the Curriculum and Instruction program do not have a licensure exam requirement.

Special Education Leadership

Learners in the Special Education Leadership (PhD) specialization are required to take the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and
Supervision and submit the score report to successfully complete the program. To be recommended for licensure, learners must successfully pass the
Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision with a score of 145 or above. Learners can visit the ETS Web site to learn more
about the exams. Learners are responsible for any costs associated with this assessment.

Notes
It important to note that learners are not allowed to substitute an alternate external assessment based on state licensure or certification requirements as
a replacement for any of the external assessments that are taken as a program requirement. The example below provides a scenario that demonstrates
what this means.

Example 1

Learners who reside in the state of Texas are required to complete the Principal TExES assessment to become certified as a principal. Learners cannot
use the score on the Principal TExES assessment in place of the program external assessment (Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration
and Supervision). In this scenario, the learner would need to do two things:

1. Complete the program external assessment and submit the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision scores.
2. Complete the Principal TExES assessment and report the scores to the appropriate certification office along with any other state requirements for

licensure as a principal.

In this scenario, the learner would be required to complete two different external assessments to meet both the program requirement and the
licensure/certification requirement for the learner's state.

While taking these external assessments are program requirements, there are numerous states that also require learners interested in pursuing
certification/licensure in the state to complete an appropriate assessment aligned to the certification/licensure being pursued. If you are in a state that
requires you to complete one of the assessments above for licensure/certification, you can use the scores to report to your state. However, you will need
to check with the state to determine its passing rate. The example below provides a scenario that demonstrates what this means.

Example 2

Learners in the state of South Carolina are required to complete the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision
assessment to become an administrator. Since this assessment is also a program requirement for the LEA program (school and district emphases),
learners could choose to submit their score reports as follows:

• Complete the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision and submit the score report to Capella. Identify the state
agency when registering for the Praxis II Series: Educational Leadership: Administration and Supervision. The score report will automatically be
sent to the state department of education noted during the registration process.

In this example, the score report is being used to satisfy two different requirements. However, it is important for learners to be aware of the pass rate for
the state as it may differ from the program requirement.

While the assessment will not be completed until the internship experience toward the end of your program, learners are encouraged to become familiar
with the assessments and the specifics around registering for them on the ETS site at least two quarters prior to beginning the clinical application
process.
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External Assessment for State Approval
The second external assessment requirement is based on state approval and is mandated for the LEA program. The LEA program has state approval in
three states: Arizona, Georgia, and Minnesota. Because the LEA programs (MS, EdS, and PhD) are approved in these states, candidates are required to
complete the required state assessment, if they wish to pursue licensure as a principal or superintendent in the state. Below are the assessments
associated with the three state approvals:

• Minnesota.
◦ The state of Minnesota does not have a state licensure/certification requirement. As such, candidates in the LEA (EdS and PhD) and SEL

programs are not required to complete an assessment to be licensed as a principal, superintendent, or special education director in
Minnesota.

• Georgia.
◦ Georgia Assessment of the Certification of Educators (GACE) Educational Leadership Assessment:

◾ The Georgia Professional Standards Commission requires Georgia learners who are currently enrolled in an approved performance-
based educational leadership program to attempt the GACE Educational Leadership exam prior to program completion and pass the
exam for certification. Georgia learners will be granted permission to take the exam when they begin the internship. Georgia learners
can attempt the GACE Educational Leadership Assessment in either ED7901 or ED7902. Learners are responsible for any costs
associated with this assessment.

◦ Georgia Ethics for Educational Leadership Assessment:
◾ The GaPSC now has two Georgia Ethics for Educational Leadership Assessments: Program Entry (Test 370) and Program Exit (Test
380). Georgia learners who were enrolled in an approved performance-based educational leadership program in 2015 or earlier are not
required to complete the Program Entry (Test 370). However, we strongly encourage Georgia learners to do so. This assessment is a
great way to assess how you would handle various situations, which is critical to strengthening your decision-making skills. Georgia
candidates who are enrolled in a performance-based educational leadership program on or after July 1, 2016 are required to attempt
the Program Exit (Test 380) prior to program completion and pass the exam for certification in the field of educational leadership.
Learners are responsible for any costs associated with this assessment.

• Arizona.
◦ The Arizona Department of Education requires learners in the LEA (MS and PhD) who are pursuing licensure in Arizona to take and pass the

following assessments to be recommended for licensure in Arizona: Principal Emphasis: Arizona Educator Proficiency Assessment (two
Principal sub-sets) and Superintendent Emphasis: Arizona Educator Proficiency Assessment (Superintendent). Learners must take and
submit the assessment scores to the university to be recommended for licensure in the state of Arizona. Learners are responsible for any
costs associated with this assessment.

Learners who are enrolled in the following P–12 Leadership Programs are required to complete a clinical experience to successfully complete their
program:

• Leadership in Educational Administration (MS, EdS, and PhD).
• Curriculum and Instruction (EdS and PhD).
• Special Education Leadership (PhD).

You are encouraged to begin planning for the clinical experience now. Note that you will need to have a licensed/certified, practicing principal,
superintendent, special education director, and curriculum director to serve as your site supervisor during the two quarter internship. The site supervisor
must be licensed and working in the position. It is important for learners who are pursuing the principalship to understand that an assistant principal
cannot serve as the primary site supervisor; that role must be held by the principal of the school.

At least two quarters prior to your planned internship, you should be prepared to submit your clinical application, which can be found on Campus. If you
are unable to locate the clinical application, please contact the Clinical Experience Office at soeclinicalexperience@capella.edu.



This final paper has three components. Throughout the course, you have been working on the separate parts of the course project. The first two
components were created and graded in Units 6 and 8—that is, School Culture and the Instructional Program and Managing a School and Stakeholder
Collaboration, respectively. In this unit, you will revise the first two papers by:

• Removing the original papers' introductions and conclusions and replacing them with a new introduction and conclusion for the final paper.
• Addressing comments from the instructor's grading of the Unit 6 and Unit 8 papers.

You will present the revised papers as the final paper, along with the added Unit 10 paper component: Integrity, Fairness, and Ethics.

The final paper requires you to address key leadership concepts for acting ethically with integrity and fairness. It is important to review the distinctions
discussed in Unit 8 between ethical and moral behaviors and learn the meaning of theories of efficacy listed in this unit.

In developing your final paper, consider the following:

• Examine personal and professional perspectives relevant to educational leadership and reflect on their implications for practice.
• Reflect critically on professional learning experiences in educational administration and plan for further growth.
• Document the use of educational resources to support your thoughts.

Use the Unit 10 Assignment Template [DOC] (linked in the Resources) to complete this assignment. Your final paper should include the following
components (which are all listed on the template), and it must be presented in sections as indicated below. Except for the Introduction, each section must
have its own heading:

1. Introduction: Develop an introduction that provides an overview of the topics.
2. School Culture and Instructional Program: Revise and improve the paper you wrote for Unit 6. Be sure that you address the following:

◦ School Culture: Advocate for what should be done to assess and sustain a positive school culture and instructional program that supports
student learning by fostering collaboration, trust, and a personalized learning environment with high expectations for students. Incorporate
theories on human development, personalized learning environment, and motivation (NELP 1.1, 3.1).

◦ Instructional Program: Describe the process a school leader should use to create and evaluate a comprehensive, rigorous, and coherent
curricular and instructional school program. Incorporate curriculum development and instructional delivery theories. Incorporate how the
school leader measures teacher performance. Consider multiple methods of evaluation, accountability systems, data collection and
analysis of evidence. Explain how the school leader should use school technology and information systems to support and monitor
student learning (NELP 4.4, 7.3, 7.4).

◦ Supervision: Describe the process a school leader should use to develop and supervise the instructional and leadership capacity of the
school staff. Incorporate high-quality professional development for school staff. Incorporate best instructional leadership practices.
Incorporate leadership theory, change processes, and evaluation (NELP 4.2).

◦ Technology: Describe the process a school leader should use to promote the most effective and appropriate technologies to support
teaching and learning in a school level environment. Incorporate how technology should be used for instruction within the school (NELP
4.2).

3. School Management and Stakeholder Collaboration: Revise and improve the paper you wrote for Unit 8. Be sure to address the following:
◦ Evaluation of School Management and Operational Systems: Describe the process a school leader should use to understand, monitor,

and evaluate school management and operational systems, including resources, marketing, and public relations functions. Incorporate
how you will manage the marketing and public relations functions (NELP 6.1).

◦ Group Processes and Distributed Leadership: Describe the process a school leader should use to develop school capacity for
distributed leadership. Explain the meaning of distributed leadership in a school environment and how to create and sustain it (NELP 7.3).

◦ Efficient Use of Resources: Human, Fiscal, and Technological: Describe the methods and procedures a school leader should utilize to
efficiently employ human, fiscal, and technological resources in managing school operations. Explain how the school leader will ensure
that resources are aligned to school priorities and forecasting requirements (NELP 6.1).

◦ School Safety and Crisis Management: Describe the process a school leader should use to understand and promote school-based
policies and procedures that foster a safe and secure learning environment, including discipline management policies and plans,
prevention, crisis management, and public relations (NELP 3.3).

◦ Integrating Management and High-Quality Instruction: Describe the supervision strategies a school leader should use to ensure that
teachers maximize time spent on high-quality instruction and student learning. Include a discussion of pertinent management theories
related to effective school time, priorities, and schedules (NELP 4.4).

4. Collaborating With Stakeholders: School and Community: Discuss and analyze how family and community resources can be used to boost
learning, including distributed leadership; use of community agencies (for example, health agencies and social service organizations); services to
special- and exceptional-needs students; and some of the best practices for the use of community resources, school resources, and public
resources and funds to encourage communities to provide new resources to address emerging student problems. Also, discuss school or
community diversity (cultural, ethnic, racial, economic, and special interest groups) and how school leaders should use this variety of perspectives to
enrich school programs while meeting the needs of all students (NELP 5.1, 5.2, 6.1).

◦ Collaboration With Stakeholders: Discuss the processes a school leader would use to collaborate with stakeholders (school faculty, staff,
and community members) to gather information needed to plan for improvement of the educational environment and share in decision
making. Examine processes and systems a school leader would use to support the needs of all students, parents, and caregivers through



open, effective communication (oral and written). Discuss ways school leaders can use to promote and monitor a culture of
communication and collaboration with families and caregivers (NELP 5.1, 6.1).

◦ Community Agencies: Discuss how a school leader could identify and mobilize community resources to build cultural competence and
support the success of all students through integration of diverse cultural, social, and intellectual community resources (for example,
health agencies, social service organizations, ethnic, racial, or cultural organizations). Include processes a school leader would use to
promote effective communication (written and oral) and productive relationships with community partners. (NELP 5.2).

5. Integrity, Fairness, and Ethics.
◦ Integrity and Fairness: Describe how a school leader demonstrates integrity and fairness to ensure accountability for each student's

academic and social success. Explain the practice of demonstrating the principles of integrity and fairness and the legal consequences of
the leader's decision making in schools (NELP 2.1).

◦ Ethical Behavior: Describe how a school leader can model principles of self-awareness, reflective practice, transparency, and ethical
behavior. Explain the basic principles of ethical behavior and the effect of ethical behavior on the school's leadership (NELP 2.1).

◦ Ethical Issues: Identify ethical issues related to leadership and school change practices that ensure a school leader can safeguard the
values of democracy, equity, and diversity within the school. Provide examples to illustrate this principle (NELP 2.1).

6. Decision Making: Considering your topic, explain the potential moral and legal consequence of decision making in the school and strategies a
school leader can use to prevent these types of issues from arising (NELP 2.2).

7. Social Justice: Describe how, as a school leader, you will promote social justice within a school to ensure that individual student needs inform all
aspects of schooling. Consider the theories of efficacy (NELP 2.1). (Assignment tip: The most often missed element in this section of the paper is
discussion of theories of efficacy. Albert Bandura's theory of self-efficacy, also known as personal efficacy, is based on belief in one's ability to
influence events that affect one's life and control how these events are experienced. "Self-efficacy reflects confidence in the ability to exert control
over one's own motivation, behavior, and social environment" (Carey & Forsyth, n.d.)).

8. Conclusion: Provide summative comments pertaining to the school leader's role in stewardship of the school's vision and assessment and
promotion of positive school culture. Two or three paragraphs are sufficient to present the concluding section of the paper.

9. References: A minimum of 12 scholarly, peer-reviewed references also cited in the body of the paper, presented in adherence to current APA style
and formatting guidelines.

Additional Requirements
Your paper should meet the following requirements:

• Template: Use the Unit 10 Assignment Template to develop this paper.
• References: A minimum of 12 scholarly, peer-reviewed resources on the References page (that are also cited in the paper).
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• Length of paper: 18–24 double-spaced pages, not including the title page and references page. Do not exceed the page limit.
• APA format:

◦ Follow current APA style and formatting for text citations.
◦ Include a title page with the following title: School Leadership and Management Practices Paper. Use the Title Page example available at the

APA Guide: The Title Page: Course Papers (link given in the Resources).
◦ Set proper margin justifications.
◦ Paginate your paper properly.
◦ Incorporate appropriate headings and subheadings.
◦ Title your running headers after removing the words running head. Use APA format for the running header, which should be an abbreviated

title of no more than 50 characters including letters, punctuation, and spaces, using all uppercase letters. Use your word-processing program
to generate headers that will appear at the top, flush left of each page, rather than typing the header repeatedly on each page.

◦ Review APA Style & Format for additional guidance.

Proficiency on the School Leadership and Management Practices Paper
The School Leadership and Management Practices Paper is an assessment that measures the candidate's proficiency related to select specialization
outcomes and the NELP Standards. It is imperative that candidates demonstrate their proficiency on this project to successfully complete this course. As
such, candidates will need to score at least an 80 on the School Leadership and Management Practices Paper. If a candidate scores anything below an
80, he or she will be required to revise the final project until the scores is at least 80 or above. Candidates who score below an 80 on the School
Leadership and Management Practices Paper will receive an incomplete (I) for the course until the final project has been revised to meet the minimum
requirement. It is important for candidates to understand that an incomplete in this course may impact their ability to enroll next quarter, if future courses
have this course as a prerequisite. Thus, candidates who have to revise the final project will need to do so as soon as possible to avoid hindering their
progress in the program.

Use the SafeAssign Draft option to check your writing and ensure that you have paraphrased, quoted, and cited your sources appropriately. Run a
SafeAssign report, saving your paper as a draft. Based on your SafeAssign results, make any necessary changes to your paper before submitting your
final assignment to your instructor for grading.

Portfolio Prompt: You are required to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.



u10a2 - Professional Dispositions

Note: Your instructor may also use the Writing Feedback Tool to provide feedback on your writing. In the tool, click the linked resources for helpful writing
information. Use the Library Essentials page and the Leadership and Administration page of the Education Library Research Guide for help gathering
scholarly resources.

Reference

Carey, M. P., & Forsyth, A. D. (n.d.). Teaching tip sheet: Self-efficacy. Retrieved from http://www.apa.org/pi/aids/resources/education/self-efficacy.aspx

Course Resources

EPP’s Professional Dispositions
One of the 15 EPP (Education Preparation Program) learning outcomes focuses on professional dispositions. Expanding on this expected learning
outcome, candidates in the EPP's eight advanced programs for teachers and other school professionals are expected to demonstrate the following six
EPP-level professional dispositions in their interactions with students, families, colleagues, and communities. The demonstration of these dispositions
should be responsive to categories of diverse learners in schools and classrooms, including ethnicity, race, socioeconomic status, gender,
exceptionalities, language, religion, sexual orientation, and geographical area.

Professional Dispositions

You are expected to develop the professional attitudes, values, and beliefs that support student learning and development. You are also expected to
demonstrate these professional dispositions in your interactions with students, families, colleagues, and communities.

The dispositions include the following:

1. Fosters a Sense of Community by modelling effective, fair and ethical interpersonal behaviors. Provides positive reinforcement when appropriate;
seeks to solve problems; is involved beyond minimum expectations; encourages others to share ideas; participates in group/team collaboration;
accepts consensus; offers assistance where possible.

2. Maintains a High Level of Competence and Integrity in One's Practice. Engages in ongoing self-reflection while seeking constructive criticism to
improve interactions with students; identifies his/her strengths and needs while working to update skills & knowledge and adjust dispositions
accordingly; organizes information and materials to facilitate all students’ success.

3. Demonstrates Flexibility, Comfort with Uncertainty, and Willingness to Take Risks: adapting to changes in the workplace (i.e. schedules,
school closures, safety drills, et cetera); taking advantage of the teachable moment; trying unfamiliar technology and techniques; and encouraging
students and peers to take appropriate risks.

4. Recognizes One's Own Biases and Respects the Diversity of Others: incorporating diverse perspectives; using practices that respectfully reflect
the diversity of both the community and beyond; responding respectfully to diverse opinions and lifestyles; providing participants opportunities to
share cultures; and creating a climate of inclusivity.

Unit 10 Assignment Template [DOC]

APA Style and Format

Online ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF]

Writing Feedback Tool

APA Guide: The Title Page: Course Papers

ePortfolio

SafeAssign

Education Research Library Guide

Education Research Library Guide: Leadership and Administration



u10a3 - ePortfolio Check

u10d1 - Reflections

5. Exhibits Professional Demeanor and Professional Behavior: exhibiting personal integrity; being punctual; dressing professionally; respecting
personal boundaries with regard to sharing or seeking information of a personal/intimate nature; using correct language and avoiding
slang/colloquialisms when interacting with students; sensitive and professional use of social media.

6. Takes Responsibility for One's Own Actions: following through on responsibilities and tasks in a timely manner; accepting and acting on
constructive suggestions; following policy, protocols, and utilizing appropriate methods for change; accepting blame when responsible for outcome.

For this assignment, use the Learner Self-Assessment of Professional Dispositions document (linked in the Resources) to the rate yourself on each
disposition. Indicate the level that you believe best describes you and provide a rationale for the score you assigned to each disposition. When you have
completed the self-assessment, submit it as an attachment to this assignment.

Your instructor will also rate you on the professional dispositions at the level that best describes you based on courseroom interactions with the instructor
and other learners, discussion responses, and assignment submissions. When you receive your instructor's feedback, compare it to your self-
assessment to determine gaps or differences. Reflect on what you can do to address the items noted.

Course Resources

The assignments from this course document your progress in meeting the Capella specialization outcomes and the NELP Standards that are the
foundation of your program. In this assignment, you are required to add the following assignments to your ePortfolio:

• Unit 5: Parental Involvement.
• Unit 10: School Leadership and Management Practices Paper.

Both assignments are applicable to Outcome 1. Other assignments in this course, except the Unit 1 assignment, are optional to add to your ePortfolio. If
you need information regarding how to upload your assignments to your ePortfolio and organize them by outcome, use the link to the ePortfolio page on
Campus, located in the resources section.

Paste the link to your ePortfolio in the write submission box of this assignment. When you turn in this assignment, your instructor will check your
ePortfolio to make sure that your assignments have been saved and that you have met each of the standards listed, as documented by your work for
each assignment.

Course Resources

In your initial post, address the following questions:

• What were the three most significant areas of learning for you in this course?
• Are there questions that the course has generated that you would like to investigate further? Share at least one question.
• In what ways have you translated the concepts and skills learned in this course to practical, everyday, useful ideas?

Response Guidelines
Provide 2 + 2 feedback to the initial post of at least one other learner.

Course Resources

Learner Self-Assessment of Professional Dispositions [DOCX]

ePortfolio

Online ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF]



Graduate Discussion Participation Scoring Guide

2 + 2 Feedback Guidelines [PDF]

2 + 2 Equals Better Performance [PDF]




